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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors 

that support student motivation and learning in a high school STAAR English remedial 

program. Research was conducted within one summer school semester during 10-days of 

instruction and focused on high school students who Did Not Meet Grade Level through the 

STAAR End-of-Course English exam. This study utilized a qualitative methods approach. 

Teacher interviews, student surveys, and classroom observations were used to gather insight 

of how motivation was defined, characterized, supported, and not supported in the high 

school STAAR English remedial class. Data collection focused on identifying instructional 

strategies and behaviors used in the learning process to support student motivation. Data was 

analyzed after summer school concluded. Analysis of the data from the study showed that the 

teacher, as someone, and the classroom climate, as something that, played a key role to 

support students’ motivation. Specific behaviors regarding the teachers’ attitude, instruction, 

and classroom management were noted by students as something that supports motivation 

and learning, all which establish the classroom climate that a teacher creates. Ultimately, 

teachers implemented instructional strategies and behaviors that supported student learning 

and also created a classroom environment that developed student self-efficacy and 

motivation. 
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CHAPTER I 

LEADERSHIP CONTEXT AND PURPOSE OF THE ACTION 

The Context 

Since the implementation of standardized testing in the mid-19th century, school leaders 

and educators across the nation have explored innovative means to improve teaching, increase 

learning, and raise academic achievement in order to meet rising accountability measures in 

education. By the 20th century, the emphasis to meet state and federal accountability measures in 

education through the use of high-stakes testing not only impacted curriculum and instruction but 

also sparked a rift between students and their motivation to learn. According to a report from 

Amrein and Berliner (2003), students became less motivated to learn as a result of the pressures 

and consequences that came with high-stakes tests. In a more recent report, Nichols and 

Brewington (2020) suggested that, “tests and testing have undermined [student] motivation, 

interest, and enjoyment in learning” (p. 6), drawing attention to a problem that has persisted over 

time. 

High-stakes tests are tests whose scores are used to make immediate and important 

decisions in education that directly impact teachers and students (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015) 

including, “placing students in academic tracks, retaining students in grade, or deciding high 

school graduation eligibility” (Moses & Nanna, 2007, p. 56). Currently, the State of Texas 

Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) serves as a gatekeeper for students to progress 

through school and meet high school graduation requirements. Beginning at the 3rd grade, 

students in Texas are required to take the annual STAAR and demonstrate proficiency and 

growth in Reading, Writing, Math, Science, and Social Studies. Students who receive a STAAR 

performance label of Approaches Grade Level, Meets Grade Level, or Masters Grade Level, as 
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specified by the State Board of Education, are eligible to proceed to subsequent grade levels 

whereas students who receive a STAAR performance label of Did Not Meet Grade Level are 

enrolled in STAAR remedial courses and provided additional tutoring and support (Texas 

Education Agency, 2021). Öqvuis & Malmström (2018), however, found that, “educational 

motivation declines after [students] transition to secondary education” (p. 155), affecting student 

learning and performance in the high school classroom. 

Motivation influences student engagement, goals, and behaviors, all of which are 

essential to the learning process, educational outcomes, and academic achievement (Nayir, 2017; 

Öqvist & Malmström, 2018). As students move from one grade level to the next, motivation 

levels will vary between individuals as they are faced with challenges that can affect their level 

of motivation, such as creating positive relationships or meeting the demands of “cognitive, 

social, and academic tasks” (Koca, 2016, p. 12). Accordingly, teachers should first identify 

student motivation levels and then use motivational strategies and behaviors to support active, 

authentic engagement in the learning process (Nayir, 2017). When students are engaged in the 

learning process, certain emotional, behavioral, and cognitive behaviors are present that highlight 

a commitment to learning, support successful learning, and increase academic success (Nayir, 

2017). Without engagement and motivation, high-quality curriculum and instruction will not 

support student success (Yilmaz, Sahin, & Turgut, 2017), and students will struggle to achieve 

academic success. 

National Context 

The 20th century brought great change to the American society and its schools. The use 

of standardized intelligence tests expanded into public schools and became a common practice in 

education to assess and categorize students at the elementary, junior high, and high school grade 
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levels (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015; Vinovskis, 2019). Furthermore, the population in 

America increased as a result of immigration, and the number of disadvantaged students, which 

included foreign language students and students living in poverty, impacted public schools 

(Vinovskis, 2019). Numerous disadvantaged students were inadequately prepared both 

academically and intellectually (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015; United States. National 

Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; Vinovskis, 2019). Growing concerns with the 

quality of education in America prompted state and federal policymakers to provide public 

schools and disadvantaged students with more support, including, “additional federal school 

funding, more regulations, development of new tests, and increased research support” 

(Vinovskis, 2019, p. 28). 

In 1965, Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 

(ESEA), which declared a national goal to provide educational opportunities of quality and 

equality to all children (Brenchley, 2015). ESEA provided additional funds and resources to 

school districts and disadvantaged students, including low-income and special education 

populations. Believing it would, “lever out poverty for children and families across the country” 

(Bishop & Jackson, 2015, p. 2), a deep dive into the education system shortly after indicated 

otherwise. 

In 1983, A Nation at Risk scrutinized the national education system for failing to prepare 

students with the necessary skills to succeed in college as well as the workforce. As countries 

around the world advanced with innovative developments, American students sat in classrooms 

and failed to acquire essential higher-order intellectual skills, including literacy, to develop the 

individual powers of mind and spirit to manage their lives and progress with an advancing 

society (United States. National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). The National 
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Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) believed that America lacked a rigorous 

curriculum, expectations for high student achievement, efficient use of time, and effective 

teachers in comparison to other nations, and findings called for attention to the way educational 

processes were organized in regards to content (basic purpose), expectations (high expectations), 

time and teaching (disciplined efforts). Nonetheless, ESEA had established a vision to promote 

quality and equity in public schools across the nation, and as a growing and competitive country, 

America was compelled to not trail behind in education. 

Standards in education continued to increase amidst rising accountability measures, and 

the need to improve the quality of education steered the conversation between state and federal 

policymakers. In 1994, Goals 2000: Educate America Act was signed into law and focused on, 

“standards, assessments, [financial] flexibility, and accountability” (p. 10) to bring systemic 

reform to education in America (Superfine, 2005). By creating and aligning, “better curricula and 

instructional practices, standards, assessments, and opportunities for students to learn” (p. 16), 

Goals 2000 anticipated to improve the quality and equity of education (Superfine, 2005). Many 

states, nonetheless, failed to comply or participate in Goals 2000, and by 1999, Goals 2000 was 

dismissed by Congress and replaced with a new policy (Superfine, 2005). 

In 2001, the passage of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) required schools across the nation 

to, “demonstrate that all students, as well as various subgroups of students, [were] meeting 

adequate yearly progress [AYP]” (Von der Embse & Witmer, 2014, p. 132) through the use of 

high-stakes testing. An emphasis to increase students’ academic achievement took precedence in 

the classroom to meet AYP policies and transformed both teachers’ and students’ everyday 

experiences. As a result, NCLB policies narrowed the school curriculum and transformed 

classroom teaching and learning, gradually decreasing student motivation to learn new 
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knowledge and skills (Adler-Greene, 2019; Amrein & Berliner, 2003; Munter & Haines, 2019; 

Nichols & Brewington, 2020; Watson, Johanson, Loder, & Dankiw, 2014). 

The reauthorization of ESEA and NCLB continued to focus on improving the quality and 

equality of schools through the use of annual assessments. In December 2015, the Every Student 

Succeeds Act (ESSA) was signed by President Barack Obama and is the nation’s existing law in 

education committed to protecting and providing a fair and equitable, high-quality education for 

all students. With a, “clear goal of fully preparing all students for success in college and careers” 

(U.S. Department of Education, n.d., “A New Education Law”, para. 4), ESSA utilized action 

and accountability to influence positive change, promote learning, and measure students’ 

progress towards high academic standards. ESSA (2015) further encouraged the use of programs 

and, “strategies to enhance children’s motivation to read and write and children’s engagement in 

self-directed learning” (p. 136). Nevertheless, policies that stemmed from NCLB and ESSA 

continued to prompt school leaders and teachers to place an emphasis on high-stakes testing and 

develop innovative plans to meet state and federal policies in education. 

The use of high-stakes testing and accountability measures in education were intended to, 

“motivate the unmotivated to learn” (p. 32) and improve the quality of education in America; on 

the contrary, students actually became less intrinsically motivated to learn (Amrein & Berliner, 

2003; Nichols & Brewington, 2020). The pressure and preparations of high-stakes testing 

hindered students from opportunities to become self-directed learners, create personal learning 

experiences, and engage in critical thinking by focusing on repetitive and routine practices to 

raise scores (Amrein & Berliner, 2003; Watson, Johanson, Loder, & Dankiw, 2014). As a result, 

student motivation in the classroom declined over the years and impacted student learning and 

academic achievement. 
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Situational Context 

Border City (pseudonym) is home to two school districts. Premier ISD (pseudonym) was 

established in 1882 and extends across the southern and central regions of the city. As Border 

City developed outward, Premier ISD became centralized and landlocked. Power ISD 

(pseudonym) was established in 1961 and took over newly developed areas of the city, building 

schools in areas that neighbor Premier ISD schools. As seen in Table 1, Power ISD expanded 

and became a local powerhouse, increasing its number of schools as it grew in population. 

Premier ISD, on the other hand, stood at a standstill and worked through setbacks of old Border 

City and poverty-driven communities. 

Table 1 
Number of schools in Border City school districts as of 2022. 
 

School Type Premier Independent 
School District  

Power Independent 
School District 

Elementary Schools 20 30 
6th grade Campus 0 1 
Middle Schools 4 12 
9th grade Campus 0 4 
High Schools 3 4 
Early College Campus 1 0 
Other: non-traditional, discipline alternative 2 1 

Total Number of Schools: 30 52 
 

The Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR) is an annual report from the Texas 

Education Agency (TEA) that collects a wide range of information for each school and district in 

Texas, including student performance for various assessments and programs, all of which are 

disaggregated by student groups (Texas Education Agency, n. d., para. 1). As seen in Table 2, 

Premier ISD and Power ISD vary significantly in both student population and demographics. 

Power ISD nearly doubles the total student population of Premier ISD. While numbers in 

population vary significantly for various student groups, the EL student population between both 
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school districts is closely comparable. It is a sub-group that has increased over time in both 

school districts as Border City continues to grow in population and size. Additionally, both 

school districts host a large population of students from low-income families, including those 

from the colonias. Colonias are, “located within 150 miles of the Texas-Mexico border that 

[have] a majority population composed of individuals and families of low and very low income” 

(Texas Department of Housing & Community Affairs, n.d., para. 3). Students from the colonias 

are generally identified as Economically Disadvantaged and At-Risk of failing academically 

considering their socio-economic and living conditions. 

Table 2 
Student population and demographics amongst Border City school districts. 
 

2019-20 Texas Academic 
Performance Report 

Premier  
Independent 

School District  
% 

Power  
Independent 

School District 
% 

Total  
Students 23,665  42,923  

Economically Disadvantaged 22,827 96.5% 32,148 74.9% 
English Learners (EL) 12,465 52.7% 14,216 33.1% 
At-Risk 15,998 67.6% 22,684 52.8% 
Title I 23,665 100% 42,433 98.9% 

 
The large number of low-income students in both school districts has classified Premier 

ISD and Power ISD under Title I eligibility (Texas Education Agency, 2020). Title I, created 

under ESEA of the Improving America’s School Act and amended under ESSA, provides 

additional financial support to schools with, “high numbers or high percentages of children from 

low-income families to help ensure that all children meet challenging state academic standards” 

(U.S. Department of Education, 2018, para. 1). Accordingly, district leaders, school leaders, and 

teachers continuously address curriculum and instruction in ways to increase student learning, 

improve teaching, and raise academic achievement as standards in education continue to 

increase. 
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In 2018, TEA introduced a new state accountability system in Texas in which a letter 

grade would be used to determine a district’s and school’s overall performance in three domains: 

(1) Student Achievement and graduation rates, (2) School Progress and academic growth, and (3) 

Closing the Gaps, which evaluates the academic performance of fourteen student groups (Texas 

Education Agency, 2018). Since the outset of Texas’ new state accountability system, Premier 

ISD has received a B rating whereas Power ISD has received an A rating, continually meeting 

TEA’s performance target year after year. Granted that Premier ISD and Power ISD are two very 

distinct school districts, one critical factor is common based on teachers’ experiences: student 

motivation has decreased in the high school classroom and impacted teaching and learning.  

The Problem 

To ensure students are receiving an equitable, high-quality education and meeting state 

accountability measures, school leaders and teachers have narrowed today’s curriculum (Nichols 

& Brewington, 2020; Watson, Johanson, Loder, & Dankiw, 2014) and now, “teach to the test” 

(Koca, 2016), focusing instruction on test-taking skills and strategies while also using various 

forms of testing and data to create action plans to improve testing outcomes (Koca, 2016; 

Watson, Johanson, Loder, & Dankiw, 2014). Using testing data to categorize and determine 

academic placement (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015; Vinovskis, 2019), students who recieved a 

STAAR performance label of Did Not Meet Grade Level are generally enrolled in a STAAR 

remedial course and encouraged to attend after-school tutorials to receive supplementary 

instruction and support specific to the STAAR test. Teachers of STAAR remedial courses re-

teach concepts with a new or different approach, concentrating on test-taking skills and strategies 

in order to improve student performance. In many cases, teachers follow a curriculum that solely 

focuses on STAAR reading passages and test questions, which gives students the opportunity to 
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become familiar with the appearance of the test. Subsequently, school leaders, teachers, and 

students have become situated in a culture of high-stakes testing that the No Child Left Behind 

Act created and the Every Student Succeeds Act maintained. 

Relevant History of the Problem 

In the mid-1800s, policies in education were created to improve the quality of schools 

and raise academic achievement in order to keep up with an advancing and competitive society 

against other nations around the world. Horace Mann, Secretary of the Massachusetts State 

Board of Education, implemented standardized testing in 1845 to measure learning and 

achievement and to, “ensure that educational access and student learning were equitable across 

school contexts” (Shelton & Brooks, 2019, p. 2). By 1867, the Department of Education was 

established, “to promote student achievement and preparation for global competitiveness by 

fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access” (U.S. Department of Education, 

2017). However, the Soviet Union’s launch of Sputnik in 1957 changed the course to not only 

improve education in America, but to establish policies that would increase, strengthen, and 

advance education in competition with other countries. 

In 1958, the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) provided federal funds to schools, 

“to promote innovation in education” (Superfine, 2005, p. 14) for, “science, mathematics, and 

foreign language instruction” (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). ESEA was established in 

1965 and provided federal funding support towards disadvantaged students. In 1983, however, A 

Nation at Risk reported staggering numbers and statistics that indicated, “the American education 

system was inherently flawed” (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015, p. 44). Policies in education 

continued to be addressed, “to promote student achievement and preparation for global 

competitiveness by fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access” (U.S. 
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Department of Education, 2017). Thus, the use of high-stakes testing skyrocketed and was 

continuously amended to be, “more efficient, manageable, standardized, easily administered, 

objective, reliable, comparable, and inexpensive” (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015, p. 45). 

Beginning with reading and mathematics as the foundation to determine an individual’s 

competency to progress through school, reading was recognized by researchers as a, “highly 

complex process” (p. 41), which made it difficult to identify and agree upon which aspects of 

reading to assess, as well as create a test that most suitably assessed and measured reading 

(Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015). Initially, standardized reading tests were subjective and shifted 

from reading aloud to silent reading and oral responses to written responses. These tedious, time-

consuming testing practices, as well as questions over the “reliability of teachers’ grading 

practices” (p. 40), called for more efficient, objective results (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015). 

Standardized tests shifted to multiple choice responses that were graded by hand up until 1931, 

after the Markograph, an electronic test scoring machine, was developed (Huddleston & 

Rockwell, 2015).  

Standardized testing is nothing new. The concept of uniform testing to recognize an 

individual’s level of cultural, intellectual, public, and social competency is believed to have 

stemmed from China as early as 2200 B.C. (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015). Standardized testing 

in the U.S. began in the mid-1800s, but high-stakes testing and the use of numbers and data to 

classify and arrange students in schools, according to their level of knowledge and skills, started 

in the early 1900s (Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015). High-stakes testing has endured through 

years of change, and through change, three themes held true to the fundamental purpose of 

testing: (1) objectively assess an individual’s progress in learning through school, (2) provide 

efficient time and opportunity to competently complete and measure an individual’s knowledge 
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and skills, and (3) hold students and schools accountable for academic achievement and success 

(Huddleston & Rockwell, 2015). Today, policymakers in education continue to amend 

standardized reading tests in order to effectively and efficiently assess and measure students’ 

fluency, comprehension, knowledge, and skills. As state academic standards continue to increase 

in Texas schools, teachers are prompted to teach to the test, focusing on repetitive and routine 

practices to raise scores, meet state and federal standards in education, and avoid consequences 

that come with failing or low-performing labels (Amrein & Berliner, 2003; Huddleston & 

Rockwell, 2015; Munter & Haines, 2019; Watson, Johanson, Loder, & Dankiw, 2014). 

Significance of the Problem 

Standards in education have increased over time to ensure student learning is progressing 

with an advancing society. Accordingly, high-stakes tests continue to assess student learning and 

measure student performance, and the use of scores to determine immediate and important 

decisions in education have impacted teachers and students directly (Huddleston & Rockwell, 

2015). The pressures to meet state academic standards and the consequences that follow for not 

meeting state academic standards have driven teachers to teach to the test and focus on students 

whose test scores are just below passing standards as a means to raise test scores and improve 

academic achievement (Munter & Haines, 2019). As a result for many students, motivation has 

declined and impacted classroom instruction and learning, and the consequences for test scores 

labeled as failing or low-performing have impacted annual, end-of-year evaluations, overall 

school performance ratings, and federal funding (Munter & Haines, 2019).  

Motivation is a critical component for education, learning, and performance (Yilmaz, 

Sahin, & Turgut, 2017), yet student motivation continues to decline in classrooms across the 

nation. Nonetheless, teachers strive to increase academic achievement, prepare students for 
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higher education, and encourage a desire to learn more (Pless & Katznelson, 2019). School 

leaders and teachers continue to explore ways to increase learning, support student motivation, 

and prepare students with the necessary knowledge and skills to succeed in college and the 

workforce. In order to continue providing quality and equitable educational opportunities for all 

students, school leaders and teachers need to find ways to support motivation as a primary 

approach to improve student learning and academic achievement. I embarked on a study to 

identify how ELAR (English, Language Arts, and Reading) teachers support student motivation 

in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom in an effort to address this problem and 

spark meaningful conversations and action between school leaders and teachers. 

Research Questions 

The purpose of this study was to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors that 

supported student motivation in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. Teacher 

interviews, student survey responses, and classroom observations were used to explore how 

motivation was defined, recognize characteristics of motivated and unmotivated students, and 

identify instructional strategies and behaviors that high school STAAR English teachers 

implemented in the classroom to support student motivation and learning. I sought to answer the 

following three essential research questions: 

(1) How do teachers and students define motivation? What do teachers and students 

identify as characteristics of motivated students?  

(2) What strategies do high school teachers implement to support student motivation in 

the high school STAAR English remedial classroom? What behaviors do teachers and 

students identify that increase student motivation? 

(3) How do teachers describe ways to support student motivation to improve learning? 
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Personal Context 

Researcher’s Roles and Personal Histories 

In 2008, I graduated from a university in Texas with a Bachelor’s degree in Dance and a 

Minor in Communication Studies. During my final semester in college, I attended my 

university’s teacher job fair, scheduled an interview at a major city in Texas, and was 

unexpectedly offered a high school teaching position on-the-spot. I completed five years as a 

dance team director and speech communications teacher before deciding to return to my 

hometown of Border City to be closer to family and continue my career in education. I 

challenged the Texas Examinations of Educator Standards (TExES) exam for ELAR, a content 

area that I enjoyed most during my middle and high school days, and successfully Passed. I 

submitted my application to both school districts in Border City and was offered an 8th grade 

ELAR teaching position, where STAAR is used to assess students and hold schools accountable 

for meeting state academic standards, at unknowingly, one of the three lowest performing 

schools in the city. Yellow Middle School (pseudonym), located in Premier ISD in south Border 

City, had just been recognized by the Texas Education Agency (TEA) as an improvement 

required campus for failing to meet the state’s academic standards, which also made front page 

news in our local newspaper. With limited knowledge of the ELAR curriculum and STAAR, I 

walked into the classroom ready to meet the challenges that would come my way. 

During my four years working for Premier ISD, I decided to go back to college and 

complete my graduate degree. In December 2017, I graduated from my hometown’s university 

with a Master degree in Educational Administration. During my hooding and commencement 

ceremonies, I was filled much pride and happiness because I was a certified administrator, and I 

had been accepted into Texas A&M Online EdD in Curriculum & Instruction program. I was 
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ready and excited for the journey ahead of me because I knew it was going to be filled with so 

many new learning experiences and opportunities to support others in education. 

Journey to the Problem 

Border City is located in the southern region of Texas overlooking the Rio Grande. A 

neighbor to Mexico, Border City is a blend of two cultures, embracing Mexican-American 

histories and traditions. Accordingly, two languages can be observed and listened to around the 

city, and for many people in Border City, Spanish is the primary way to communicate. During 

my first-year teaching in the ELAR classroom, I faced the daily challenges of working with a 

majority of English Learners (EL) to (1) develop knowledge and skills in reading and writing, (2) 

measure at or exceed grade-level curricular and STAAR performance standards, and (3) increase 

motivation to learn new knowledge and skills.  

Within a few months into the school year, I realized that several of my students’ families 

were natives of, lived in, and/or worked in Mexico. Aspiring to provide for their families, some 

of my students attended school in the U.S. to earn a high-quality education, living with friends or 

family members other than their own mother and father. I further realized that several of my 

students’ parents were unable to fully or effectively support their child’s education. During 

teacher-parent conferences, I learned that some parents did not have a high school diploma 

and/or worked multiple low-income jobs to provide for their household. The distance created 

between families and lack of support or guidance affected student learning and motivation in the 

classroom. The instruction I was providing was not enough to support my students’ learning or 

motivational needs. I faced these realities my first-year teaching in Border City, so finding ways 

to increase student learning and motivation became a challenge I continuously strive to 

overcome. Thus, my resilience for research springs. 
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As I previously shared, I am not a reading major nor specialist. This is important to 

highlight because when I first started teaching ELAR, I had no knowledge of how to provide 

instruction in Reading nor how to support struggling readers. I do not like to fail, however, and I 

did not want to fail my students. During my first semester in the ELAR classroom, I realized that 

a majority of my students were EL and At-Risk students, and with no easy-to-read handbook, 

every moment in the classroom was a trial-and-error learning experience to grow. I spent 

countless hours reaching out to mentors (including my Mom, a former elementary school teacher 

of 33-years who specialized in Reading), researching the internet, implementing new methods of 

instruction, and creating new resources to help my students improve reading and writing skills. 

In my second year at Yellow Middle School, I created a STAAR Reading Strategies Map, 

a one-page, front/back graphic organizer that included 10 steps for students to practice while 

working through STAAR reading passages and questions (See Figure 1 and Figure 2). This 

resource was created as a tool for my EL students who had been struggling with reading 

comprehension and test-taking skills throughout the semester. The purpose for creating and 

implementing the STAAR Reading Strategies Map was to support my students step-by-step 

through the reading process, build comprehension, and develop effective thinking skills. When I 

first implemented the STAAR Reading Strategies Map in my classes, I modeled each step along 

with my students. As the semester continued, my students eventually worked through each step 

and completed each strategy along with their cooperative learning group. This resource was 

recognized by school leaders, and it became our school’s reading initiative that school year. 

Slowly but surely, me and my students were making progress in the Reading classroom and 

showing an increase in scores. My students were not necessarily meeting passing standards on 

the state assessment, but they were showing academic growth in reading. 
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Figure 1 
STAAR Reading Strategies map (front page). A graphic organizer created by Cassandra Rios 
Bailey that included 10 steps for students to practice while working through STAAR reading 
passages and test questions. 
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Figure 2 
STAAR Reading Strategies map (back page). A graphic organizer created by Cassandra Rios 
Bailey that included 10 steps for students to practice while working through STAAR reading 
passages and test questions. 
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After two years, I transferred to Yellow Middle School’s feeder school, which was also a 

low-performing campus. I continued recognizing my students’ learning abilities, attending 

curriculum and instruction trainings, and creating supplementary resources to support diverse 

learner needs. Much of what I was creating for my students was recognized by school leaders 

and introduced to ELAR teachers at my campus for consideration in the classroom. I, however, 

was not getting the same results. My test scores were neither increasing nor decreasing, so I 

continued to revise my resources for my students. In 2018, I accepted the ELAR Master Teacher 

position for English II and worked alongside my colleagues to create lessons and activities that 

would hopefully help our students meet state academic standards. That school year, TEA data 

showed a remarkable increase in test scores for our content area. We had increased by 8% 

compared to the prior year and were the only school in our district to demonstrate such growth. 

There was much to celebrate, but after four years teaching for Premier ISD, it was time for a 

change, which brings me to the present. 

Nearly 20 years after my high school graduation, I was thrilled to return to my old 

stomping grounds and to an environment I was once familiar with. Gold High School 

(pseudonym) is a top-performing high school located in Power ISD in north Border City and 

recognized as a campus that excels in numerous academic and extracurricular areas. I was hired 

as an ELAR teacher and sponsor of a nationally ranked cheer program. Unfortunately, my 

experiences during the first semester were not what I expected. I was in a period of too much 

transition and change, and I could not get a firm grasp on this new world. Nevertheless, it was a 

wake-up call for me as a teacher and doctoral student. From one district in the south to another 

district in the north, my students were not very different from each other. Socio-economically 

and academically, there were contrasts, but one factor bridged the students together from one end 
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of Border City to another: motivation was low in my high school STAAR English remedial 

classroom. 

The motivation for high school students to walk into the STAAR English remedial 

classroom ready to learn new knowledge, practice new skills, create new experiences, and 

prepare for the STAAR exam were low. I had a tough time motivating many of my students no 

matter what strategies or resources I implemented to supplement instruction. My apprehensions 

increased day-by-day because I knew this group of students were in my class for the entire 

school year, and I did not want to fail as a new teacher to Gold High School. Through research 

towards my ROS on student motivation, I learned about the significance of establishing a 

positive classroom environment and building effective teacher-student relationships. These were 

two instructional approaches I had never intentionally focused on as I planned and prepared my 

daily lessons. By the middle of the semester, I took a different approach with my students in a 

way that I hoped would support their motivational needs. I became more mindful of how I 

communicated with my students in order to build relationships based not only on academic 

support, but social and emotional support as well. I noticed a change in my classroom as many of 

my students appeared more communicative with me and more motivated to learn and perform 

well on various assignments and assessments. The school year, however, was cut short, and I 

was unable to determine whether or not my students’ learning was impacted. 

In March 2020, COVID-19 rapidly spread around the globe, and the traditional classroom 

suddenly transformed, impacting the final months of the school year. Protective action plans 

were implemented worldwide to stop the spread of COVID-19, some of which included facial 

coverings, social distancing guidelines, and stay home policies. School closures extended week 

after week to keep people safe as COVID-19 numbers continued to rapidly increase. By mid-
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April, Governor Greg Abbott closed all schools in Texas for the remainder of the school year. 

Alternatively, technology provided a way to complete the academic school year as remote online 

classrooms became the central hub to continue instruction and learning from home throughout 

the pandemic. Teachers and students shifted from the traditional, in-person classroom and 

prepared for virtual schooling. Teachers planned for innovative ways to teach, engage, and 

motivate students online, using various online educational platforms and approaches to support 

student learning, but faced numerous obstacles in the final weeks of the semester. The lack of 

resources, including access to a reliable computer and Wi-Fi, forced teachers and students to 

finish the semester to the best of their ability. 

Remote online classrooms continued the following academic school year. Every student 

in the district was provided with a personal Chromebook and the district improved internet Wi-fi 

services. Nevertheless, teachers noticed major declines in student motivation and performance. 

Students were not logging in to class, completing assignments, or staying awake during remote 

instruction. Chromebooks were being used for entertainment purposes instead of educational 

purposes, so students were not paying attention or participating in discussions. Students at the 

elementary and secondary grade levels sat in front of their computer for hours, virtually 

attending school to receive instruction and complete coursework with limited to no social 

interaction with their peers. 

In August 2021, school leaders prepared to re-open schools and return for in-person 

instruction. Teachers and students returned to the classroom with much concern of catching 

and/or spreading COVID-19 even though protective action plans were enforced by the district. 

Schools continued to enforce facial coverings and social distancing guidelines, as well as the use 

of desk shields at every desk. As teachers and students returned to the classroom, different 
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instructional approaches were implemented by teachers to engage students in learning. Some 

teachers continued the use of online educational platforms while other teachers returned to 

traditional instruction. Within the first few weeks of the school year, teachers noted an increase 

in student absences and behavior problems, in addition to greater declines in student motivation 

and performance, which made student engagement, learning, and instruction in the high school 

classroom a recurrent difficulty for teachers to address. 

The experiences I have shared have led me to new insight, conversations, action, and 

literature to understand how motivation impacts student learning and academic achievement. 

Throughout my research, I hope to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors that 

support student motivation and learning in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. 

It is a journey that continues today that I anticipate to highlight throughout my ROS. 

Significant Stakeholders 

The most significant stakeholders to the research are the high school ELAR teachers who 

have shared their experiences, participated in observations, and provided feedback throughout 

the research process. High school ELAR teachers informed the research by reflecting on specific 

strategies and behaviors that were implemented in the STAAR English remedial classroom to 

support student motivation and learning. By identifying characteristics of motivated and 

unmotivated students, high school ELAR teachers provided insight for others to recognize in a 

way where student motivation and learning will continue to be supported as a means to improve 

learning and academic outcomes.  

Other stakeholders include school administrators and district leaders for Curriculum and 

Instruction, Professional and Staff Development, and Secondary Education. Since the knowledge 

and expertise of district leaders are used to prepare and support school leaders and teachers, the 
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insight provided will be valuable to address motivational strategies within curriculum and 

instruction for the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. Accordingly, district 

leaders, school leaders, and teachers will have opportunities to discuss and collaborate with one 

another to incorporate effective motivational strategies into the district’s Scope & Sequence. 

High school teachers around the district will have a better understanding of how to support 

student motivation in the classroom and be better prepared to implement strategies and behaviors 

that improve motivation and learning. 

The ultimate stakeholders of this research are students enrolled in high school STAAR 

English remedial courses. The pressures and consequences that come with high stakes testing, 

along with a pandemic that swept through the nation, have impacted student motivation and 

learning more now than ever. The “cognitive, social, and academic” (Koca, 2016, p. 12) 

challenges that high school students face need to be supported within the school setting to ensure 

successful learning takes place. By providing teachers with effective instructional strategies and 

behaviors to support student motivation, teachers can improve motivation and learning for high 

school students, transform everyday classroom experiences, and increase academic achievement. 

Important Terms 

Self-efficacy— “In an academic context, self-efficacy is a self-regulatory mechanism that has a 

major impact on the pupils’ academic behavior, as it determines [an individual’s] perception of 

his or her own ability to learn and carry out a given task, a key variable for the student’s ability 

to adapt to future situations” (Supervía & Robres, 2021, p.2). 

Student motivation— “viewed as ‘goals, energy, drive and direction and having a reason to do 

what they do and do it to the best of their abilities” (Spielhofer, Walker, Gagg, Schagen, & 

O’Donnell, 2007, p. 13; as cited in Flitcroft & Woods, 2018, p. 113). 
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Extrinsic motivation— “behavior is governed by gaining external rewards, praise, and 

acceptance from others and by avoiding loss or punitive consequences” (Bear, Slaughter, Mantz, 

& Farley-Ripple, 2017, p. 10). According to Koca (2016), “a student who is extrinsically 

motivated commits to a task in order to receive a reward from a source external to him or herself 

such as from the teacher” (p. 5). 

Intrinsic motivation— “describes individuals’ desire to engage in activities simply for the sake of 

the engagement because they find the activities interesting and enjoyable” (Fan & Williams, 

2018, p. 2). According to Koca (2016), “a student who is intrinsically motivated commits him or 

herself to a task for its own sake, that is, for the enjoyment of it, the learning it allows, and for a 

feeling of accomplishment” (p. 5). 

School belonging— “school-based relationships and experiences, student-teacher relationships, 

and students’ general feelings about school as a whole” (Allen, Kern, Vella-Brodrick, Hattie, & 

Waters, 2018, p. 2). 

School culture— “generally referring to the beliefs, perceptions, relationships, attitudes, and 

written and unwritten rules that shape and influence every aspect of how a school functions” 

(Melesse & Molla, 2018, p. 191). According to Melesse and Molla (2018), school culture 

includes the shared vision, mission, and values that hold the school together. 

Classroom climate— “the social, the emotional, and the physical aspect of the classroom. The 

classroom climate influences student growth and behavior. A positive classroom climate feels 

safe, respectful, welcoming and supportive of student learning. For a good classroom climate, it 

is also important to promote positive relationships” (Sieberer-Nagler, 2016, p. 166). “Classroom 

climate centers on the interactions between teachers and students, showing the importance of 

teacher language and interactions with students in the class” (Flitcroft & Woods, 2018, p. 114). 
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Instructional strategies— “methods used by a teacher, methods involved in the student learning 

process and conferring specific learning goals” (Celik & Bay, 2021, p. 441). 

Instructional behaviors— “teachers' (and students') role in the learning process that involves the 

degree to which teachers display instructional clarity to achieve the learning goal, manage 

classrooms effectively to minimize disruptions and misbehaviors and maximize students' 

opportunity to learn, and distribute control over students' learning activities” (Maulana, 

Opdenakker, & Bosker, 2016, p. 148). 

Student engagement— “a process that facilitates learning and increases academic success” 

(Nayir, 2017, p. 60). According to Nayir (2017), a student who is actively engaged: (1) dedicates 

and focuses on assignments and subjects; (2) performs with enthusiasm and care during the 

learning process; (3) continues to study even when faced with challenges, and (4) attributes 

personal value and meaning to assignments and learning. 

Closing Thoughts on Chapter 1 

The implementation of standardized, high-stakes testing has changed the way teachers 

approach curriculum and instruction, narrowed the curriculum, and impacted student motivation. 

The pressures to meet state and federal accountability measures in education decreased student 

motivation, when initially, high-stakes tests were aimed to motivate the unmotivated and 

improve the quality of education (Amrein & Berliner, 2003; Nichols & Brewington, 2020). 

Currently, the STAAR exam is used to assess student proficiency in Reading, Writing, Math, 

Science, and Social Studies. By the time many students get to high school, motivation has 

declined and affected their learning and performance in the high school classroom. 

To improve student learning and academic achievement in the high school STAAR 

English remedial classroom, teachers need to have the knowledge and resources to support 
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motivation and learning. Effective strategies need to be addressed in the curriculum and 

implemented during instruction to support student motivation and learning. Identifying 

instructional strategies and behaviors that support student motivation and learning can be a 

challenge for teachers to recognize; therefore, professional development, conversations, 

classroom observations, and mentoring opportunities to support student motivation in the high 

school classroom need to occur so that effective action plans, instructional strategies, and 

behaviors can be developed and implemented in the classroom. 

In this study, I explored strategies and behaviors ELAR teachers implemented to support 

student motivation in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. After gathering 

feedback and experiences from high school ELAR teachers and students, I used qualitative data 

to identify characteristics of motivated and unmotivated students, as well as strategies and 

behaviors that supported and did not support student motivation and learning. In Chapter 2, I will 

introduce the significance of student motivation in education and factors that impact student 

learning and academic achievement. In Chapter 3, I will discuss the proposed solution and 

methods. In Chapter 4, I will examine the analysis and results. In Chapter 5, I will share 

conclusions to the research. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF SUPPORTING SCHOLARSHIP 

Introduction 

Motivation influences, “what, when, and how we learn” (Vedder-Weiss and Fortus, 2013, 

p. 952), essentially impacting the learning process, academic achievement, and educational 

outcomes (Nayir, 2017; Öqvist & Malmström, 2018). Motivation in the high school classroom 

has declined, decreased students’ desire to learn, and impacted academic achievement through 

the years of high-stakes testing (Adler-Greene, 2019; Amrein & Berliner, 2003; Munter & 

Haines, 2019; Nichols & Brewington, 2020; Öqvuis & Malmström, 2018; Watson, Johanson, 

Loder, & Dankiw, 2014). In this chapter, I reviewed the prior literature to discuss the impact 

rising accountability measures and high-stakes testing have had on decreasing motivation for 

high school students in the STAAR English remedial classroom. I defined student motivation 

and described two types of motivation that drive learning. I will then provide an overview of 

factors and instructional strategies for high school teachers to consider in the classroom to 

support student motivation and learning. 

Relevant Historical Background 

Since the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, students across the nation have been 

exposed to a groundbreaking number of high-stakes testing (Nichols & Berliner, 2008) that 

include ELAR, Writing, Math, Science, and Social Studies. According to Cavendish, Marquez, 

Roberts, Suarez, and Lima (2017), “testing accountability systems, developed under [NCLB], 

were based on assumptions that high-stakes assessments modeled on state [academic] standards 

would lead to improved academic performance and increased graduation rates” (p. 1). By raising 

state academic standards measured through quantifiable measures of progress, policymakers 
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believed that education would improve and schools would be motivated to continue improving 

(Koca, 2016). The demands of high-stakes testing, however, “actually decrease[d] student 

motivation” (Amrein & Berliner, 2003; Nichols & Brewington, 2020) and led students into an 

era of, “learning through standards and accountability” (Sloane & Kelly, 2003), a policy that 

continues to this day to promote “educational excellence and equity” in our schools (U.S. 

Department of Education, 2019) as various district and state assessments appear more commonly 

throughout the curriculum. 

As early as 1st grade, teachers begin to prepare students to meet state academic standards 

for high-stakes testing. Formative classroom assessments and district checkpoints, such as 

Curriculum Based Assessments (CBAs) and Benchmarks, are used by teachers and school 

leaders to assess student learning, gather data, plan curriculum and instruction, and prepare 

students for the annual end-of-year STAAR exam, which begins in 3rd grade. Students that 

receive a STAAR performance label of Approaches, Meets, or Masters are eligible to proceed to 

subsequent grade levels, whereas students who receive a STAAR performance label of Did Not 

Meet Grade Level are enrolled in STAAR remedial courses (Texas Education Agency, 2021) and 

provided additional instruction and support to improve scores and learner outcomes. For a 

number of high school students enrolled in the STAAR English remedial course, students have 

struggled with the higher-level reading comprehension skills required in the ELAR content area 

and continue to fail the STAAR English exam year after year, ultimately creating high school 

classrooms filled with students losing motivation to learn. 

The ELAR content area serves as a core subject in education that students begin taking at 

the elementary grade level in order to develop their language skills as they progress through 

school. Language teaching for ELAR, “occurs through two basic comprehension-based skills 
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which are listening and reading and two production-based skills which are speaking and writing” 

(Süğümlü, Mutlu, & Çinpola, 2019, p. 487). The practice and development of listening, reading, 

speaking, and writing skills throughout school is essential for students to function effectively in 

other areas of school and life. Defined by Varuzza, Sinatra, Eschenauer, and Blake (2014), 

reading motivation is, “an individual student’s excitement, enjoyment, and desire to read as well 

as the ability to remain on task when assigned specific readings” (p. 109), but as students move 

up in grade level, positive attitudes and motivation towards reading gradually decrease and 

diminish, affecting one’s choice, “to read or not to read” (p. 109). Additionally, as the grade 

level increases, “writing motivation scores decrease” (Süğümlü, Mutlu, & Çinpolat, 2019, p. 

490) even though writing skills, “support students in [explaining and] expanding their thoughts, 

regulating their knowledge, using the language, enriching their intelligence and improving their 

mental lexicon by being in touch with mental processes” (p. 487). By the time students have 

transitioned into high school, a time when identities are developed and cognitive responses to 

education are shaped, the motivation to learn has declined (Öqvist and Malmström, 2018) and 

affected teaching and learning experiences, as well as academic outcomes. 

Alignment with Action Research Traditions 

Action research is a, “form of practitioner research into a practice problem” that involves 

the participant in the simultaneous process of, “taking action with the intention of improving a 

situation” (Godfrey 2020, p. 375). According to Herr and Anderson (2015), the “research 

participants themselves either are in control of the research or are participants in the design and 

methodology of the research” (p. 1), and use a narrative style to, “reflect on the research process 

as well as the findings” (p. 2). Merriam and Tisdell (2016) described action research participants 

as facilitating change by experimenting with a problem, “while documenting what happens when 
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trying a new strategy or intervention” over time (p. 4). With motivation as a problem in the high 

school STAAR English remedial course, the ELAR teacher for this study will identify 

characteristics of motivated and unmotivated students in their classroom and then describe ways 

they support student motivation and learning. The ELAR teacher will identify key instructional 

strategies and behaviors that were implemented in their classroom that supported student 

motivation and learning in the high school STAAR English remedial course. 

Motivation and learning in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom is low. 

For many students enrolled in a high school STAAR English remedial course, individuals have 

struggled over time to master higher-level reading comprehension skills that include compare 

and contrast, evaluate and analyze, judge and interpret, making inferences, and using text evident 

to support their thinking (Ness, 2018). As a result, students continue to fail the STAAR English 

exam year-after-year and are enrolled in remedial courses to improve academic outcomes; 

nonetheless, the motivation to learn declines. An action research and case study research 

approach were used in this record of study to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors 

that support student motivation and learning, as well as facilitate change for students in the high 

school STAAR English remedial classroom as ELAR teachers collaborate and address a problem 

(Herr & Anderson, 2015), experiment and document, “what happens when trying a new strategy 

or intervention” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 4).  

Theoretical or Conceptual Framework 

Motivation is viewed as the goals, energy, inner drive, direction, and persistence that give 

individuals a reason to successfully achieve a goal or complete a task to the best of their abilities 

(Flitcroft & Woods, 2018; Nagler, 2016). In education, heightened levels of motivation, “play a 

very important role in helping students become involved in academic activities” (p. 112), 
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influencing the choices, effort, and energy to pursue an academic goal or task (Yilmaz, Sahin, & 

Turgut, 2017) with “hope and resilience” (Vosoogh, Tavakolizadeh, & Pakdaman, 2021, p. 225) 

through the learning process to achieve academic success. 

Two distinct types of motivation inform one’s attitude and behavior towards any given 

subject: extrinsic motivation and intrinsic motivation. When students are extrinsically motivated, 

behaviors are driven, “by gaining external rewards, praise, and acceptance from others and by 

avoiding loss or punitive consequences” (Bear, Slaughter, Mantz, Farley-Ripple, 2017, p. 10). 

Individuals who are extrinsically motivated do not have a, “direct interest in what is taught” 

(Moldovan, 2014, p. 204) but are simply driven by the reward at hand for positive learning 

outcomes or achievements. On the other hand, students who are intrinsically motivated engage in 

behaviors driven by a direct interest and desire to learn, acquire knowledge, and know much 

more (Moldovan, 2014) or simply because, “they find the activities interesting and enjoyable” 

(Fan & Williams, 2018, p. 2). For these key differences in motivation, teachers should identify 

how motivation will be supported in the classroom; therefore, the following factors should be 

considered to support student motivation and learning. 

Self-Efficacy Theory 

This study uses Bandura’s (1977) self-efficacy theory as the theoretical framework to 

understand the concept of student motivation. Self-efficacy impacts students’ motivation and 

academic behavior as it, “determines the students’ perception of his or her own ability to learn 

and carry out a given task” (Supervía & Robres, 2021, p.2). When a student, “believe[s] in their 

abilities and capabilities, they have a double motivation to continue and accomplish their tasks 

and goals” (Vosoogh, Tavakilizadeh, and Pakdaman, 2021, p. 227). Supervía and Robres (2021) 

noted that academic self-efficacy can predict a student’s interest for learning, engagement, 
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commitment, perseverance, motivation, academic satisfaction, and wellbeing, further stating that, 

“Students with high levels of self-efficacy perceive school tasks as a challenge that they face 

confidently, armed with their knowledge and skills, resulting in a more responsible and efficient 

attitude towards school tasks,” (p.2). According to Ortlieb and Schatz (2020), as students 

develop their level of self-efficacy, “a diverse array of literacy skills also improve” (p. 736) 

including reading comprehension, vocabulary acquisition, fluency development, and writing 

achievement. 

To support student self-efficacy in the classroom, McCabe (2006) indicated that the 

learner needs to be aware of their learning progress and provided with teacher feedback that 

convinces students of their capability to learn and perform well. The use of specific, appropriate, 

and credible clues, cues, hints, reminders, or praise should “draw attention to evidence of 

success” (McCabe, 2006, p. 254). Nevertheless, Ortlieb and Schatz (2020) argued that teachers 

cannot only tell students they can achieve but must design and, “craft environments where 

success is both attainable and sought after” (p. 737). These classroom environments should 

include vicarious experiences (teacher and peer modeling), performance accomplishments 

(student mastery experiences), verbal persuasion (attribution, calibrated feedback), and 

physiological and affective states (feeling, student agency), all of which, when effectively 

applied in the classroom, establish ongoing support that helps develop student self-efficacy 

(McCabe, 2006; Ortlieb & Schatz, 2020) and student motivation. 

Most Significant Research and Practice Studies 

School Culture and Belonging 

As previously discussed, Ortlieb and Schatz (2020) argued that environments where 

success is pursued and desired must be created for student motivation and learning to exist. 
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Therefore, the culture of a school plays an important factor to support student motivation as it 

will lay the groundwork for how students perceive learning and success. School culture is 

understood as the, “vision, mission, and values” (Melesse & Molla, 2018, p. 191) of a school that 

have been created, shared, learned, and transferred (Özgenel, 2020) as a means to “shape and 

influence” (Melesse & Molla, 2018, p. 191) a group or organization, in this case, the school. In 

general, a school’s culture refers to the traditions, routines, and practices within the organization 

that are based on the shared beliefs, goals, perceptions, relationships, attitudes, written and 

unwritten rules that shape and influence every aspect of how a school will function (Melesse & 

Molla, 2018; Vedder-Weiss & Fortus, 2013). The culture of a school can influence particular 

knowledge, skills, and behaviors, build student character (Ahmad, Chew, Zulnaidi, Sobri, & 

Alfitri, 2019), and influence levels of motivation.  

In order for student motivation to be supported, students will, “need to feel they have the 

ability to do good work,” (para. 5) but also feel a sense of belonging and acceptance in the 

school, classroom, and from a peer (Walker, 2012). School belonging includes, “school-based 

relationships and experiences, student-teacher relationships, and students’ general feelings about 

school as a whole” (Allen, Kern, Vella-Brodrick, Hattie, & Waters, 2018, p. 2). Shindler, Jones, 

Williams, Taylor, and Cardenas (2016) found that, “building a sense of [school and] classroom 

belonging and the sense of self and peer-acceptance” (p. 12) promoted higher academic 

achievement because students’ mental health was supported along with the ability to trust and 

take risks. When students feel, “accepted, respected, included, and supported” (Allen, Kern, 

Vella-Brodrick, Hattie, & Waters, 2018, p. 2) by the school and their peers, motivation increases. 

The perception and sense of belonging a student has to the school and classroom will ultimately 

impact their motivation, engagement, and learning. 
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Classroom Climate, Quality Teacher-Student Relationships, and Student Engagement 

The classroom is a place where open communication, social, emotional, and academic 

support exists between teacher and student, “characterized by mutual acceptance, understanding, 

warmth, closeness, trust, respect, care and cooperation” (Yunus, Osman, and Ishak, 2011, p. 

2637). Nonetheless, establishing a positive classroom climate can support student self-efficacy 

and motivation and learning. Climate refers to the general environment as well as the teaching 

and learning experiences created between teachers and students in the classroom (Bradshaw, 

Waasdorp, Debnam, & Johnson, 2014).  A positive classroom climate was described as feeling 

safe, respectful, welcoming, promoting positive relationships, and supportive of student learning 

(Nagler, 2016). Higher levels of intrinsic motivation were reported from students who perceived 

a positive classroom climate as being positive, caring, supportive, and warm, and whose teachers 

demonstrated care, support, warmth, and a belief in their students’ abilities (Fan & Williams, 

2018). 

Teachers play a vital role in shaping the classroom climate as well as influencing 

student’s educational motivation by how they, “interact with students, the strategies they use to 

address low motivation, their use of classroom assessments, and the strength and type of 

relationships they foster with students” (Usher, 2012, p.5). Therefore, quality teacher-student 

relationships can help develop students’ goals, beliefs, competencies, social, emotional, and 

academic skills (Koca, 2016; Öqvist and Malmström, 2016). According to Louis, Murphy, and 

Smylie (2016), “the strength and meaningfulness of teacher-student relationships mediate student 

academic performance and create contexts that support learning” (p. 316). An effective teacher 

was characterized as respectful, a team player, creative, fair, available, patient for their students, 

passionate and enthusiastic about teaching, making learning fun in ways that rekindle student 
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excitement and motivation to develop new knowledge and skills (Nagashibaevna, 2019). Yunus, 

Osman, and Ishak (2011) found that both a positive classroom atmosphere along with a teacher’s 

level of support and involvement, increased student engagement and motivation to learn, further 

noting that students, “tend to work harder in the classroom, persevere, accept direction and 

criticism, cope better with stress and pay attention more to the teachers” (p. 2638). Creating a 

positive classroom climate where effective attitudes, behaviors, and leadership are implemented 

to create healthy teacher-student relationships can further support student motivation and 

improve classroom teaching and learning experiences. 

Student engagement is, “a process that facilitates learning and increases academic 

success” (p. 60), characterized by students who are highly motivated, dedicated to the subject, 

actively engaged, and show interest in class (Nayir, 2017). Educators can increase student 

engagement, motivation, and learning in the classroom by implementing effective instructional 

strategies and motivational activities that increase student autonomy, competence, relatedness, 

and relevance (Carrabba & Farmer, 2018). Students should be given multiple opportunities, “to 

experience autonomy [in order] to enhance intrinsic motivation to engage in learning activities” 

(Evans & Boucher, 2015, p. 88). Students should play an active role in their learning and the 

learning process (Serin, 2018), “set their own goals, choose their own learning strategies, 

monitor their own progress” (Oluwatayo, Aderonmu, Aduwo, & Peter, 2016, p. 203), take 

ownership and be effective instruments in their own learning, so long as teachers are clear on the 

learning goals and keep students well-informed on their performance (Sloane & Kelly, 2003). 

Subsequently, instructional strategies that support student motivation and increase student 

engagement need to be, “a vital part of [a teachers’] teaching strategy” (Anwer, 2019, p. 158) in 

order for effective learning to take place. 
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Instructional Strategies to Support High School Student Motivation 

Up to now, I have discussed factors within the school that support student motivation, 

which have focused on school belonging and culture, classroom climate, effective teacher-

student relationships, and student engagement. Nevertheless, for high school students enrolled in 

a STAAR English remedial course, I continue to notice low motivation in the classroom for the 

following reasons: (1) students have failed the STAAR English exam time-after-time, (2) 

students have taken one or more English remedial courses every given semester alongside a 

regular English course, and (3) students are aware of the low-performing grouping of students 

enrolled in the course, and for some, this diminishes their self-esteem and motivation. In the 

following paragraphs, I will focus attention on key instructional strategies, or the methods used 

in the student learning process (Celik & Bay, 2021), that I have observed teachers implementing 

in their classroom to support motivation and learning for students enrolled in a high school 

STAAR English remedial course.  

Explicit Instruction 

Explicit instruction is described as a clearly stated and detailed form of instruction about, 

“how a concept should be done” (p. 140), not leaving any knowledge and skills for chance or 

assumption, confusion or doubt (Deagon, 2021; Reutzel, Child, Jones, & Clark, 2014). During 

explicit instruction, the teacher applies the following strategies to monitor and support student 

learning: (a) direct explanation, (b) modeling, (c) guided practice, (d) independent practice,  

(e) feedback, (f) discussion, and (g) monitoring (Reutzel, Child, Jones, & Clark, 2014, p. 409). 

Essentially, teachers follow Pearson and Gallagher’s (1983) Gradual Release of Responsibility 

(GRR) model, or an “I Do – We Do – You Do” structure (Clark, 2014; Deagon, 2021). Fisher 

and Frey (2013), however, split up the “You Do” component to include You do it together, which 
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involves collaborative learning with peers, and You Do it alone, which focuses on independent 

learning. Pearson and Gallagher’s (1983) Gradual Release of Responsibility model reflects 

Vygotsky’s view that meaningful learning takes place over time and deeper levels of mastery are 

achieved with abundant guidance, practice, and the mentorship of others (Clark, 2014).  

The teacher begins explicit instruction by verbally guiding or modeling students through 

a text while the student watches, then provides guided instruction by modeling specific reading 

strategies step-by-step along with the student, and gradually releases the student towards 

independent thinking and application after observing successful practice of the skills (Fisher & 

Frey, 2013; Saccomano, 2014). According to Clark (2014), this gradual release of responsibility 

gives teachers time to observe and assess students’ understanding of a lesson, helps teachers and 

students recognize that learning is taking place, and deepens a teacher’s connection to students, 

increasing the efficacy of one’ teaching. Once students demonstrate successful thinking, practice, 

and application of a skill, the teacher resumes explicit instruction with feedback, “to correct 

mistakes or affirm correct application of skills, strategies, processes, or concepts” (p. 410), 

discussion that provides students with opportunities to assess their knowledge or elaborate a 

response, and the monitoring of student progress and performance (Reutzel, Child, Jones, & 

Clark, 2014). As a result, student metacognition, “the knowledge of and monitoring of one’s 

thinking and learning processes” (p. 110), is supported and improving reading comprehension, 

reading proficiency, reading strategy use, vocabulary, and academic achievement (Iwai, 2016). 

Think-Aloud Instruction 

In correlation to explicit instruction, the think-aloud is an instructional strategy in which 

the teacher, as a proficient reader, periodically stops within a text to verbally illustrate their 

thinking and reading strategies, scaffolding, modeling, and supporting students to build new 
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knowledge and language as well as engage, process, and understand a text in similar cognitive 

processes to the teacher (Ness & Kenny, 2016). At the same time, students are practicing the use 

of specific reading strategies as the teacher, monitoring their own thinking processes (Jackson, 

2016) and becoming, “more aware of how to use [these] modeled strategies so as to eventually 

develop efficiency and automation in the use of reading strategies” (Wang, 2016, p. 1807). 

According to Ness (2018), the following five think-aloud strategies are essential to meeting 

today’s demands of close reading and high-rigor expectations: (1) asking questions, (2) making 

inferences or predicting, (3) synthesizing or summarizing, (4) understanding the author’s purpose 

or evaluating, and (5) monitoring and clarifying. When think-aloud instructional strategies are 

practiced in the classroom over a consistent and extended period of time, teachers are guiding 

and leading students to become engaged, proficient, and independent comprehenders (Jackson, 

2016; Ness & Kenny, 2016; Wang, 2016).  

Differentiated Instruction 

In order for students to make progress in their learning, teachers need to first recognize 

the, “classroom as a collection of learners” (p. 137) with different learning strengths, needs, 

preferences, backgrounds, interests, abilities, disabilities, gender, educational experiences, 

learning styles, skill levels, and readiness in order to provide instruction and learning 

opportunities that are specific to meet individual learner needs and motivation (Onyishi & 

Sefotho, 2020). According to Haymon and Wilson (2020), differentiated instructional practices 

supports, “student engagement in classroom instruction, improved participation in lesson 

activities, and increased learning of skills and concepts” (p. 75). Differentiated instruction was 

described by Onyishi and Sefotho (2020) as: 
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• matching students’ approaches to learning with the most appropriate pedagogy, 

curriculum goals, and opportunities for displaying knowledge gained, 

• modifying and adapting instruction, materials, content, students’ project, product and 

assessment to meet the learning needs of individual students, and 

• employing multiple teaching approaches in the same classroom to accommodate the 

variety of aptitudes, needs, personalities, and experiences of individual students  

(p. 137). 

While students in the same classroom are based on age group or grade level, students are not 

necessarily at the same level of learning, so a one-size-fits-all approach is not effective to support 

learning (Magableh & Abdullah, 2021; Onyishi & Sefotho, 2020). Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal 

Development defines differentiated instruction that, “shifts students from their level, or from 

what they can do today without support to what they can do with assistance, then to what they 

can accomplish independently which before they could do only with help and support” (p. 258) 

because students are working within their comfort zone and gradually being challenged with 

continuous teacher guidance before mastery and independence (Magableh & Abdullah, 2021). 

Cooperative Learning 

Teachers implement cooperative learning strategies to motivate students to learn with, by, 

and for each other (Fernandez-Rio, Sanz, Fernandez-Cando, & Santos, 2017; Alcala, Garijo, 

Perez-Pueyo, Fernandez-Rio, 2019). When cooperative learning strategies are effectively 

practiced in the classroom, the following elements are taking place between students within a 

small group to support learning:  

(a) positive interdependence: students succeed in a task only if the other group mates 

succeed too, (b) promotive face-to-face interaction: students work in direct contact to 
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each other during the task, (c) individual accountability: students must contribute to the 

group’s goal, (d) group processing: students reflect and discuss during and after each task 

and (e) interpersonal and small-group skills: students learn to listen to each other, to share 

ideas, to give and receive feedback, to take turns, to encourage others (Fernandez-Rio, 

Sanz, Fernandez-Cando, & Santos, 2017, p.90). 

Cooperative learning strategies have been shown to improve the classroom atmosphere and 

increase student motivation when effectively implemented over a period of time. Functioning as 

a facilitator, the teacher supports and leads students to work interdependently within a small, 

heterogeneous group, which is based on ability and achievement level, to provide peer-to-peer 

support and develop an understanding of the content, all while engaging in the learning process 

and working towards a common goal or outcome (Wyman & Watson, 2019). Shana, Lahiani, and 

Mahmoud (2020) found that students, “preferred to work in groups to complete their tasks” (p. 

989), adding that students were not only more engaged and motivated to master learning content, 

but also made more positive connections that impacted students’ attitudes about the classroom. 

Cooperative learning strategies that have been commonly used in the classroom as a form of 

peer-to-peer instruction, which will be the focus of this study, include Think-Pair-Share, Round 

Robin, and Expert Groups. 

Social-Emotional Learning 

Social-emotional learning (SEL) is a process used to practice and develop, “knowledge, 

skills, and attitudes” (Barnes, 2019, p. 600) that addresses the “psychological, emotional, social, 

and mental” (Reppy & Larwin, 2020, p. 49) needs of children. According to Ross and Tolan 

(2018), SEL focuses on the changes and outcomes of specific skills and behaviors in a structured 

setting, such as in the classroom, “through teaching and practicing” (p. 1173), wherein these 
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values, behaviors, and skills become routine and internalized (Strahan & Poteat, 2020). When 

SEL needs are met in the classroom, intrinsic motivation increases (Reppy & Larwin, 2020), and 

students’ competency, engagement, and achievement levels are higher (Saeed & Zyngier, 2012), 

making learning and academic success more likely to occur (Koca, 2016). Strahan and Poteat 

(2020) suggested that when social-emotional learning needs go unaddressed, the chances of 

increasing academic achievement are “almost impossible” (p. 2). The focus into both academic 

and non-academic skills, including SEL needs, is fundamental to support student learning and 

motivation, and thus, need to be developed and included within the academic curriculum 

(Humphries, Williams, & May, 2018). 

Closing Thoughts on Chapter 2 

Through this literature review, I defined self-efficacy and motivation in order to 

determine how extrinsic and intrinsic motivation can be supported in the school and classroom 

for learning to occur. Motivational factors focused on school culture and belonging, as well as 

classroom climate, quality teacher-student relationships, and student engagement in the learning 

process. Research revealed, however, that students must be highly motivated and actively 

engaged (Nayir, 2017); therefore, I provided a few instruction strategies that teachers used in the 

high school STAAR English remedial classroom. I discussed how explicit instruction, think-

aloud instruction, differentiated instruction, cooperative learning, and social-emotional learning 

strategies support student motivation and learning. In a culture of high-stakes testing, where 

motivation continues to decrease as a result of the emphasis and pressures to meet state academic 

standards, teachers should identify characteristics of motivated and unmotivated students and 

then implement instructional strategies and behaviors that will support motivation in order to 

improve learning and academic outcomes. 
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During my internship, I conducted daily classroom observations in three high school 

STAAR English remedial classrooms to observe and note instructional strategies and behaviors 

from teachers that supported motivation and engaged students in learning. These observations 

lasted a short period of time because COVID-19 rapidly spread around the globe, impacted the 

final months of the school year, and transformed the traditional classroom. As a result, it was still 

unclear to me on what or how to recognize effective instructional practices and behaviors that 

supported motivation and learning in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. 

Through my ROS, I examined instructional strategies and behaviors that high school ELAR 

teachers implemented to support student motivation and learning in the high school STAAR 

English remedial classroom. I discuss this process in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

SOLUTION AND METHOD 

Proposed Solution 

The purpose of this record of study was to identify key instructional strategies used in 

high school STAAR English remedial classrooms that support student motivation and learning. 

Instructional strategies are defined as the, “methods used by a teacher, methods involved in the 

student learning process and conferring specific learning goals” (Celik & Bay, 2021, p. 441). 

Five instructional strategies were used to guide classroom observations, based on feedback from 

teacher interviews: Explicit Instruction, Think-Aloud Instruction, Differentiated Instruction, 

Cooperative Learning, Social Emotional Learning. Instructional behaviors focused on the, 

“teachers' (and students') role in the learning process that involves the degree to which teachers 

display instructional clarity to achieve the learning goal, manage classrooms effectively to 

minimize disruptions and misbehaviors and maximize students' opportunity to learn, and 

distribute control over students' learning activities” (Maulana, Opdenakker, & Bosker, 2016, p. 

148). Actions and words from the teacher and student were analyzed to identify how motivation 

is supported and not supported in the high school STAAR English remedial class. 

This record of study utilized qualitative methods to gather the experiences and 

perspectives of high school teachers who taught a STAAR English remedial course, as well as 

students enrolled in a STAAR English remedial course. This study took place within one 

summer school semester, which specifically targeted students who were labeled as Did Not Meet 

Grade Level through the STAAR End-of-Course English exam. Teachers had the opportunity to 

use their knowledge and experiences with motivation to point out common characteristics they 

have recognized amongst motivated students and then highlight instructional strategies and 
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behaviors that have supported student motivation and learning in their classroom. Students 

reflected on their teacher’s behaviors and instructional strategies that supported their motivation 

and learning and use the practice of writing and imagery to express their motivational 

experiences in the classroom. The researcher identified common characteristics, behaviors, and 

instructional strategies that were expressed by both teachers and students, and observed which 

ones had the most impact on motivation and learning. This ROS will ultimately propose key 

instructional strategies that teachers and students identified to support motivation and learning in 

the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. 

Outline of the Proposed Solution 

To document participants’ experiences and perspectives, I collected qualitative data 

during 10 days of summer school instruction that included one-on-one interviews with four 

teacher participants, online surveys completed by 36 students for the pre-survey and 34 students 

for the post-survey, classroom observations from seven teachers, and instructional resources used 

in STAAR English remedial courses completed by both teachers and students during the summer 

school semester. Data collection for this study was determined as non-human subjects research 

on February 18, 2020 (See Appendix A), therefore IRB protections were not used. 

Summer school took place Monday through Thursday, and students were provided with 

10-days of instruction to prepare for the STAAR exam. Students were scheduled to attend a 3-

hour morning or afternoon session that focused on the STAAR English exam. I proposed to 

interview high school STAAR English teachers individually prior to the start of summer school 

and at the closing of the semester. This gave teachers an opportunity to reflect on instructional 

strategies and resources that supported student motivation and learning and/or adjust as 

necessary. Furthermore, I proposed for students enrolled in a summer school STAAR English 
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remedial course to complete an online survey at the beginning and at the end of the summer 

school semester to reflect on their teacher’s instructional strategies that supported their individual 

motivation and learning. Once data had been collected, I identified common characteristics, 

behaviors, and instructional strategies that had been expressed by both teachers and students. 

This data was used to support classroom observations using my ROS Motivational Strategies 

Observation Sheet (See Appendix D) and focused on specific strategies, lessons, and behaviors 

that supported motivation and learning. Daily observations were conducted for 10-days to 

document specific instructional strategies, lessons, and behaviors, as well as classroom resources 

and student work that best supported motivation and learning in regards to teacher-student 

relationships, explicit instruction, think-aloud instruction, differentiated instruction, cooperative 

learning strategies, and social-emotional learning. 

Justification of the Proposed Solution 

Research maintains that student motivation levels influence learning and academic 

outcomes. Additionally, factors around the school and in the classroom can support student 

motivation and learning. After working as an ELAR teacher with students at the lowest 

performing school to the top performing school for the past 9 years, I have noticed a significant 

decline in student motivation in the high school ELAR classroom, which has affected teaching, 

learning, and academic outcomes. This research provided insight from high school ELAR 

teachers and students on key instructional strategies and behaviors that supported motivation and 

learning for students enrolled in a high school STAAR English remedial course. I considered 

each individual participant’s knowledge and understanding, perspectives and experiences, and 

personal connections they made in regards to student motivation. I proposed specific 

instructional strategies and behaviors that supported motivation and improved learning for 
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students enrolled in a high school STAAR English remedial course. As a result, teachers can 

begin to consider and implement instructional strategies and behaviors that will support 

motivation and learning. 

Study Context and Participants 

School leadership plays a key role in promoting student motivation and improving 

academic outcomes, as well as supporting teachers and classrooms. Gold High School is 

considered the top performing high school in Border City amongst six other traditional high 

schools. Through my personal experiences and informal conversations with colleagues, high 

school ELAR teachers have shared similar experiences and struggles in the STAAR English 

remedial classroom as declines in student motivation continue to impact teaching, learning, and 

academic outcomes. Therefore, to explore instructional strategies and behaviors that supported 

student motivation, I focused on high school STAAR English remedial course teachers and 

students who attended summer school for additional support to meet STAAR proficiency 

standards. The number of student participants in the research focused on those who failed the 

STAAR English exam in the prior Spring semester but were very close to passing, also known as 

“bubble kids” (Bae, 2018; Booher-Jennings, 2005; Dee & Jacob, 2011; Munter & Haines, 2019). 

According to Springer (2008), “bubble kids” are likely to pass the STAAR exam with increased 

attention a little extra help, thus benefiting most from 10-days of instruction. Teacher interviews, 

student surveys, and classroom observations took place on campus during the regular summer 

school instructional day for both morning and afternoon sessions. 

During summer school, teachers provided small group instruction that focused on test-

taking skills and practices within a shorter time frame, taking on a structure used by STAAR 

Academies. In this case, teachers were provided with a Scope & Sequence that specifically 
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targeted the STAAR English exam, which included lessons for Revising, Editing, Reading and 

Writing. The SIRIUS Zingers book is a resource for students to practice and prepare for the 

STAAR exam, “by focusing on how to read, analyze, and answer STAAR test questions” 

(Sirius Education Solutions, 2020, p. iv). The SIRIUS Zingers book includes STAAR formatted 

passages and questions for Revising, Editing, and Reading, all of which serve as a preview of 

what students can expect on the STAAR exam. The SIRIUS Zingers workbook is broken up into 

19 lessons that focus on a specific and commonly tested TEKS. Each lesson includes three 

scaffolded practices (A, B, and C) that, “increase in complexity by modifying the number of 

answer choices,” (Sirius Education Solutions, 2020, p. iv). Two mixed practices follow after 

every two lessons, which also increases in the number of questions and answer choices. 

As students work through SIRIUS Zingers, each lesson focuses on a commonly tested 

skill using STAAR Language – academic vocabulary and key words – for students to review and 

understand prior to working through the questions. In addition, there are test-taking tips and 

strategies that guide, “all students to think in ways that help them answer STAAR test 

questions,” (Sirius Education Solutions, 2020, p. ii). STAAR Think and Reflect questions appear 

throughout each lesson to assess student knowledge and thinking, asking questions for students 

to explain why an answer is correct or incorrect. 

Proposed Research Paradigm 

Case study research is defined as, “a qualitative approach in which the investigator 

explores [an issue within] a bounded system or multiple bounded systems over time, through 

detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information, and reports a case 

description and case-based themes” (Creswell, n.d., p. 73). According to Merriam and Tisdell 

(2016), the unit of analysis in a case study focuses on understanding, “one particular program or 
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one particular classroom of learners” (p. 39) within its “real-life context” (p. 37). In this study, 

the researcher explored and identified key instructional strategies that supported student 

motivation and learning in a STAAR English remedial classroom. A journal was kept by the 

researcher to record thoughts, negotiations, interpretations, hunches, and more (Bhattacharya, 

2017). 

Justification of Use of Instruments in Context 

The researcher conducted daily, unannounced classroom observations for 10-days of 

instruction with each participating ELAR teacher. During classroom observations, I documented 

strategies that supported student motivation using my ROS Motivational Strategies Observation 

Sheet, which can be found in Appendix B. Selected dimensions that relate to the study were used 

to create my ROS Motivational Strategies Observation Sheet and to support data from teacher 

interviews and student responses. Teacher participants participated in two one-on-one, 

semistructured interviews prior to the start of summer school and at the end of the 4-week 

summer school semester. Questions were prepared in advance and served as a guide for the 

interview, “with possible probes identified” (p. 127) during the interview to gain a deeper 

understanding if necessary and relevant to the study (Bhattacharya, 2017). Probe questions and 

responses were recorded and analyzed by the researcher. Interview questions can be found in 

Appendix C. Interviews were recorded with a recording device and used for transcribing 

purposes only. Research questions were presented individually, giving the interviewee ample 

time to respond. The researcher jotted down notes during and specific to the interview: time 

stamps, key words, connections to the literature, etc. Data collection provided insight and 

personal experiences from high school STAAR English remedial teachers on instructional 

strategies that supported student motivation. Teacher participant names will be protected and 
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remain confidential throughout the research. 

Student participants completed an online survey through Google Forms. The survey 

consisted of open-ended responses, short answer questions, and fill-in-the-blank responses. 

Student participants had the opportunity to share their perspectives, experiences, and progress at 

the beginning and at the end of the summer school semester through writing and imagery. The 

online survey can be found in Appendix F. Student participants had the opportunity to complete 

the online survey during one class session. Data collection provided insight and personal 

experiences from high school students enrolled in a summer school STAAR English remedial 

course. Student participants reflected on behaviors and strategies that their teacher implemented 

to support motivation and learning. Student responses were not be analyzed until summer school 

had concluded for the semester. Furthermore, student participant names will remain protected 

and confidential throughout the research. 

Instructional resources were gathered during observations based upon teacher interviews 

and student responses. The researcher collected lessons, activities, reading passages, guided and 

independent assignments, and any other form of learning support (note-taking handouts, graphic 

organizers, online platforms, etc.) that increased student motivation. These resources were 

gathered according to how the researcher, teacher, and student perceived the lesson’s instruction 

in supporting motivation and learning, in which the ROS Motivational Strategies Observation 

Sheet was used as a guide to collect the appropriate resources. 

Data Analysis Strategy 

The researcher applied an inductive analysis to the research, in which the researcher, 

“look[ed] at all the raw data, chunk[ed] them into small analytical units of meaning for further 

analysis, cluster[ed] similar analytical units and label them as categories, and identif[ied] salient 
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patterns after looking within and across categories” (Bhattacharya, 2017, p. 150). Data from 

interviews and surveys were systematically transcribed, coded, sorted, categorized, and analyzed 

to identify common themes—instructional strategies and behaviors STAAR English remedial 

course teachers implemented in the classroom to support student motivation and learning. 

Themes from the qualitative study about key instructional strategies explain how teachers 

support student motivation and learning in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. 

Data analysis results were organized by major topics, qualitative categories, and exemplar 

participant quotes to provide insight into behaviors and instructional strategies that high school 

ELAR teachers implemented to motivate students to learn. I anticipated to identify specific 

strategies and factors that foster and increase student motivation. 

Timeline 

This record of study took place over one summer school semester. The STAAR exam is 

scheduled during the closing week of summer school; therefore, research will be conducted for 

10-days of instruction from Monday through Thursday. Table 3 illustrates a proposed timeline of 

the researcher’s plan of action to conduct, analyze, and complete research. Data from teachers 

and students was collected prior to the start of summer school and at the closing of the semester. 

Data from classroom observations was gathered daily from each morning and afternoon session. 

Teacher participant responses were used to identify common characteristics, behaviors, and 

strategies to use as a guide/checklist during observations. Student responses were note analyzed 

until summer school had concluded for the semester. 
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Table 3 
Proposed timeline of the researcher’s plan of action at Gold High School, according to Power 
ISD’s Summer School calendar. 
 
Time Frame Research Activity 
Week before Summer 
School Begins 

• Create “Motivation” Google Classroom 
• Approve “Motivation and Learning” Google Form (online 

survey) by ROS Chairs and School Principal and upload to 
Google Classroom 

• Teacher participants will review and sign “Teacher Consent to 
Participate in Research Study” 

• Conduct pre-interview with teacher participants 
• Highlight common characteristics, behaviors, and strategies 

shared by teachers to use as a guide/checklist during observations 
First days of Summer 
School 

• Students will receive a “Parent/Student Consent to Participate in 
Research Study”, review the purpose of participation in the study, 
description of study, and accept or deny participation in the study. 

• Students will join my “Motivation” Google Classroom and 
complete the online pre-survey at the start of class (before 
instruction) or at the end of class (after instruction). 

Day 1-10 • Conduct classroom observations for morning and afternoon 
classes 

• Collect instructional resources: lessons, activities, reading 
passages, guided and independent assignments, and any other 
form of learning support (note-taking handouts, graphic 
organizers, online platforms, etc.) that support student motivation 

Day 10 • Student participants will complete online post-survey at the start 
of class (before instruction) or at the end of class (after 
instruction). 

Closing week of 
Summer School 

• Conduct post-interview with teacher participants 
• Review data of students labeled as Did Not Meet Grade Level 

and identify bubble students through the STAAR End-of-Course 
English exam (students who failed the STAAR by 1-10 points) 

July-August • Identify common characteristics, strategies, and behaviors shared 
by both teachers and students 

• Analysis and writing of data and findings 
• Provide report to teacher participants and offer a follow-up 

interview in-person or virtual for teacher participants to comment 
on the accuracy and findings for the research 
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Reliability and Validity Concerns or Equivalents 

Producing reliable and valid research results in an ethical manner (Merriam & Tisdell, 

2016) is important to this study as I prepared to conduct, collect, and analyze data from 

observations, interviews, surveys, and instructional resources. Therefore, credibility, 

dependability, confirmability, and trustworthiness are addressed for all participants and 

instruments being used in my ROS. Students at Gold High School accessed their online survey 

through their district Chromebook and used their district ID information to login. Student 

participants were added to My Google Classroom in order to gain access to the survey. Only 

students with a district Chromebook and district login information were able to access the 

survey. As the survey was created, the researcher selected the following options for students to 

complete the survey: Collect email addresses, Restrict to users in Power Independent School 

District and its trusted organization, and Limit to 1 response.  

To add validity to the study, triangulation of data was used. Method triangulation, which 

“involves the use of multiple methods of data collection about the same phenomenon” (Carter, 

Bryant-Lukosius, DiCenso, Blythe, & Neville, 2014, p. 545), was used between interviews, 

surveys, and field notes. Creswell (2014) defined triangulation as: 

[using] different data sources of information by examining evidence from the sources and 

using it to build a coherent justification for themes. If themes are established based on 

converging several sources of data or perspectives from participants, then this process 

can be claimed as adding to validity of the study (p. 201).  

A journal was kept by the researcher throughout the research process to record thoughts, 

negotiations, interpretations, hunches, and more (Bhattacharya, 2017). The researcher’s journal 

was used to identify and clarify any bias and/or create an open, honest narrative about how any, 
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“interpretation of the findings is shaped by [the researcher’s] background” (Creswell, 2014, p. 

202). Member checking was utilized for teacher interviews to determine the accuracy and 

trustworthiness of the data. The researcher returned the final report or, “parts of the polished or 

semi-polished product” (p. 202) and provided a follow-up interview in-person or virtual for 

teacher participants to comment on the accuracy and findings of the research (Creswell, 2014).  

Closing Thoughts on Chapter 3 

When students are motivated to learn, student performance in various areas can improve. 

Accordingly, it is essential for educators to continuously address motivation and explore new 

means to support student motivation and learning. As the researcher, high school STAAR 

English remedial course teachers and students were provided a time and space to reflect on and 

recognize instructional strategies in the classroom that support motivation. My ultimate goal 

through research is that we will be more mindful of the instructional approaches we take to 

support student motivation. Teachers play a key role in supporting student motivation, and as 

leaders of change in the classroom, we can transform our classroom and instruction to increase 

student motivation and improve learner outcomes. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

Introducing the Analysis 

This research focused on students who were labeled as Did Not Meet Grade Level 

through the STAAR End-of-Course English exam and are attending summer school to receive 

additional support and instruction to meet STAAR proficiency standards. Summer school 

English teachers followed the district’s Scope & Sequence: a day-by-day overview of skills and 

lessons to cover, including DOL (Daily Oral Language) activities, Revising, Editing, Writing, 

Reading, and weekly Checkpoints. The Scope & Sequence also included resources and links to 

online learning platforms, as well as tasks for teachers to complete with students, such as essay 

conferencing, discussion of Checkpoint data, and tailored instruction opportunities. Teachers 

provided small group instruction that targeted the STAAR English exam, using the SIRIUS 

Zingers workbook along with annotation methods to model test-taking skills and strategies. 

Students followed along and copied their teachers’ notes in their workbooks. This gave students 

a daily practice to build their knowledge and skills to better prepare for the STAAR exam. 

The data for this study was comprised of pre-interviews and post-interviews from four 

STAAR English teachers (See Table 4) and classroom observations from seven STAAR English 

teachers (four English 1 & three English 2 teachers). Due to low student attendance during 

summer school, three teacher participants paired up with one other teacher to co-teach for the 

summer school semester. The three additional teachers agreed to participate and allowed me to 

observe their instruction. A total of four classrooms (two English 1 & two English 2 classrooms) 

were observed within a 10-day instructional period, unannounced and at random times during 

both morning and afternoon sessions for an unspecified amount of time. 
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Table 4 
Background experience and current teaching role of STAAR English teacher participants who 
took part in the pre-interview, classroom observations, and post-interview. 
 
STAAR English 
Teacher Participant Experience as English teacher 

Teacher A 

• completed 6th year teaching high school English 1, English 2, 
English 2 Pre-AP, English 3, and STAAR English 

• taught STAAR English 2 this summer 
• class consisted of incoming Juniors 
• co-teacher present 

Teacher B 

• completed 5th year teaching upper level high school English  
• taught STAAR English 2 this summer 
• class consisted of incoming Juniors 
• no co-teacher present 

Teacher C 

• completed 5th year teaching ESL Reading and STAAR English 
• taught STAAR English 1 this summer 
• class consisted of incoming Sophomores and Juniors 
• co-teacher present 

Teacher D 

• completed 5th year teaching beginner English Language 
Learners, as well as English 1 and STAAR English 

• taught STAAR English 1 this summer 
• class consisted of incoming Sophomores and Juniors 
• co-teacher present 

Teacher E 
• veteran ELA teacher who taught STAAR English 2 this summer 
• co-teacher with Teacher A 
• participated in observations only 

 
One-on-one interviews between the researcher and the teacher participant took place on 

campus in a classroom setting after summer school hours. Each teacher participant was given a 

Teacher Consent to Participate in Research Study (see APPENDIX B) to read and sign before 

interviews were conducted. I provided additional background and answered questions teacher 

participants expressed regarding the research. Teachers were not given the questions beforehand 

but were encouraged to remain calm and be genuine with their responses. Three of the four 

teachers felt nervous before interviews out of fear of judgement and that their answers would not 

meet my needs for research. They were each assured that their words and experiences would be 

valuable and that no judgments were going to take place. Additionally, I reassured that their 
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names would be protected and confidential. Interviews were recorded on my laptop, using the 

Voice Memos+ recording program. During each interview, I took handwritten notes that 

included time stamps, key words or phrases to refer back to during data analysis. Pre- and Post- 

teacher audio-recorded interviews were transcribed using the NVivo Transcription online 

service. 

Daily classroom observations ranged from a minimum of 30 minutes to 1-hour, but on 

two days within the first week of summer school, I observed each teacher once for the entire 3-

hours of class. This allowed me to become familiar with the teacher, students, and overall 

classroom environment before I continued with observations. Every day before the start of class, 

I met with each teacher to discuss the agenda for the day, which helped me vary the order of 

observations so that I would prevent seeing the same teacher or classroom at the same time. 

After observations, I would debrief with each teacher to clarify questions or discuss any matters 

that came to mind. Upon the teacher’s request, I would share my written observations with them. 

An online pre-survey and post-survey was completed by students within the first week 

and on the last day of summer school. Since summer school attendance varied each day, teachers 

handed out the Parent/Student Consent to Participate in Research Study (see APPENDIX C) to 

students over 3-days. I was present in the classroom to review the form and answer any questions 

or concerns students had about the research. The Motivation Google Classroom class code was 

shared for students to join and complete the survey. Thirty-six students completed the pre-survey 

and 34 students completed the post-survey. 26 students completed both pre- and post- survey. 

Student participants consisted of incoming Sophomores and Juniors who have not passed one or 

both of the STAAR English exams. 
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Data analysis began after summer school ended. Teacher interviews were audio-recorded 

on my laptop using the Voice Memos+ recording program and transcribed using the NVivo 

Transcription online service. Student survey responses were completed online through Google 

Forms and converted into a Google Sheets grid format. Before any coding processes began, I 

became acquainted with the data. I spent a week reading and reviewing through teacher 

interview transcripts, student survey responses, and classroom observations. Analytic memos, or 

notes to self, were kept in my researcher’s journal, “a place to dump your brain about the 

participants, phenomenon, or process under investigation” (Saldana, 2021, p. 58). 

After a couple of days, I started first cycle coding. Words and phrases from both teacher 

interviews and student surveys were used to inductively create codes, categories, and themes. In 

Vivo Coding was the initial “go-to method” (p. 138) to ensure the actual words of participants 

were captured (Saldana, 2021). After first cycle coding of reading through teacher interviews and 

student survey responses, codes initially identified were then categorized, recategorized, and then 

synthesized into more general themes. “Rather than using a short code or category label, a theme 

expands on the major ideas through the use of an extended phrase or sentence,” (Saldana, 2021, 

p. 259-260). Themeing the Data: Categorically was used to elaborate on the strategies and 

behaviors that high school teachers implement to support student motivation in the high school 

STAAR English remedial classroom. 

Understanding Motivation 

In order to understand how motivation was defined and characterized by both teachers 

and students, In Vivo coding was used. Table 5 shows the questions that were asked to define 

and describe motivation. I individually reviewed each student response and teacher interview and 

highlighted key words and phrases that described or characterized a motivated student (See 
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Table 5). The “terms used by [participants] themselves” (Saldana, 2021, p. 137) were typed into 

an Excel document. Student codes were typed into Column A, Teacher Pre-Interview codes were 

typed into Column B, and Teacher Post-Interview codes were typed into Column C. Codes were 

sorted alphabetically to detect and group together similar clusters. This data was printed out to 

facilitate categorizing codes using a color-coding process. Color-coding was a preferred 

approach as various colors were used for, “at a glance reference and visual classification” 

(Saldana, 2021, p. 49). First, all codes were eyeballed or analytically browsed, “to inventory the 

contents and to discern any particular patterns” (Saldana, 2021, p. 140).  

Table 5 
Data sources and questions used to define motivation and characteristics of motivated students  
 

 
 

Data analysis revealed four categories: (1) someone, (2) something that, (3) feeling, and 

(4) personality trait. As I reviewed each student’s response, I noticed a pattern of sentences 

beginning with, someone or something that, whereas other sentences included a particular 

emotion or attribute. These four categories made-up two general themes – external and internal 

motivation – which were then placed under their appropriate theme. 

• Define motivation. What does motivation mean to you?
• When you are motivated and ready to learn, 3 behaviors 

your teacher will notice are…
Student Pre-Survey

• What behaviors and characteristics do you recognize when 
a student is motivated to learn in your classroom?Teacher Pre-Interview

• What behaviors and characteristics did you recognize 
when a student was motivated to learn in your classroom?Teacher Post-Interview
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Additionally, characteristics and behaviors of motivated students repeated throughout 

student survey responses and teacher interviews, suggesting four possible categories: participate, 

focused, no distractions, and excited. Each category was assigned a color (focused and no 

distractions were linked together), and focusing on one code at a time, every code was grouped 

and color-coded according to its corresponding category because they, “share[d] something in 

common” (Saldana, 2021, p. 10). Not every code fit into one of the aforementioned categories – 

do what’s asked, do work, take a lot of notes, amongst others – but they did, “share some 

characteristic” (Saldana, 2021, p. 13), so a new category emerged: on-task/class behaviors. Once 

all codes from students and teachers had been categorized, categories were refined as follows: 

(1) participation, (2) focused/no distractions, (3) excited, and (4) on-task. After first cycle coding 

of reading through student survey responses and teacher interviews, codes that were initially 

identified and categorized were then synthesized into more general themes. 

Identifying Strategies and Behaviors that Support Motivation 

In order to identify what motivates and does not motivate students, In Vivo Coding and 

Descriptive Coding were used to capture the actual words of participants, by using a short phrase 

or word in the form of a noun (Saldana, 2021). I started with the following student pre-survey 

questions, “What are some things that motivate you in the classroom?” and “What are some 

things that do NOT motivate you in the classroom?”. These two questions were used as a starting 

point before I continued to identify specific strategies and behaviors that support motivation. 

Students used general terms and phrases such as motivate, helpful, good mood of classroom, and 

fun activities, so these terms and phrases would help me identify specific strategies and 

behaviors, which I will discuss in the following paragraph. The terms used by student 

participants were individually written on a single notecard and laid out on the floor. A total of 76 
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words or phrases were identified regarding motivation. Codes were “eyeballed” (p. 140) to 

identify particular patterns and grouped together as a possible category. Seven categories were 

identified: teacher, climate, activities, grades, friends, family, and other. The same process was 

repeated to identify what does not motivate students. Three categories were identified: teacher, 

climate, and other. All codes were typed into an Excel document and arranged by category from 

greatest to least. This data was titled “Motivate Coding List” and printed out to be used in the 

following steps. 

Table 6 shows the following questions that were used to identify specific strategies and 

behaviors that support student motivation. All codes were typed into an Excel document and 

reorganized in order to detect similar clusters (Saldana, 2021). 

Table 6 
Data sources and questions used to identify specific strategies and behaviors that support 
student motivation. 
 

 
 

This data was printed out and placed side-by-side with the “Motivation Coding List”. All 

codes were examined to identify patterns and possible categories. I recognized that students 

identified specific behaviors that focused on the teacher’s attitude and instruction. After first 

cycle coding, the initial categories were then synthesized into a general theme. I reflected closely 

on these categories and behaviors, and the general theme of “classroom climate” developed. 

  

Student Pre-Survey
• 3 things your teacher does in the classroom 

to support your motivation and learning…

• 3 things your teacher does in the classroom 
that do NOT support your motivation and 
learning…

Student Post-Survey
• What were some things that your teacher 

did this summer to support your motivation 
and learning?” 

• What were some things that your teacher 
did this summer that did NOT support your 
motivation and learning?” 
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Teachers Describe Ways to Support Student Motivation and Learning 

The following research question was used to guide the teacher interview coding process, 

“How do teachers describe ways to support student motivation to improve learning?”. In Vivo 

Coding was used to identify how teachers described ways to support student motivation to 

improve learning. I reviewed each teacher interview and highlighted keywords and phrases that 

expressed a specific instructional strategy or behavior identified by teachers to support student 

motivation. Participant’s words were typed into an Excel document and sorted alphabetically for 

each teacher. This data was printed out so that I could categorize codes using a color-coding 

process. First, all codes were reviewed and analytically browsed at carefully. I recognized similar 

patterns between codes, so I began inductive coding. Focusing on one code at a time, each 

individual code was either labeled as a category or grouped into an existing and corresponding 

category. Each category was assigned a color. All codes were categorized until all codes had 

been labeled. Fifteen categories emerged, which were then used to identify a shared approach 

between all four teacher participants of strategies and behaviors that support student motivation. 

Three general themes were labeled: (1) supporting student motivation through praise, (2) 

supporting student motivation through rewards, and (3) supporting student motivation through 

online learning games. 

Classroom Observations 

During classroom observations, descriptive accounts from the classroom and participants 

were noted, “factually and objectively as much as possible” (Saldana, 2021, p. 135). A 

combination of Process Coding and Descriptive Coding were used to analyze data from 

classroom observations. Process Coding was used to identify, “simple observable activity” 

(Saldana, 2021, p. 143) and actions that used gerunds, or -ing words, such as modeling, following 
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along, and asking. Through Process Coding, I illustrated the process of a We Do – Explicit 

Instruction model that teachers implemented daily with their students and that students identified 

to support their motivation and learning needs (See Table 8). Descriptive Coding, “summarizes 

in a word or short phrase – most often a noun – the basic topic of a passage of qualitative data” 

(Saldana, 2021, p. 134). Through Descriptive Coding, I captured accounts, characteristics, and 

quotes of motivated and unmotivated students, as well as behaviors and quotes that supported 

and did not support student motivation. This would help me illustrate what motivation looks like 

and sounds like in the high school STAAR English classroom from both teachers and students.  

Codes were typed into an Excel document. Process Coding words were typed into 

Column A and Descriptive Coding words and phrases were typed into Column C. Classroom 

observations had been kept organized by date and time and labeled sequentially, so the number 

assigned to each observation was typed into Column B and Column D as reference to the teacher 

and date of observation. Codes were sorted alphabetically to detect any repetition and assigned to 

its corresponding code. A preliminary and provisional, “start list of codes prior to field work” (p. 

40) were used to deductively code classroom observations (Saldana, 2021). Six instructional 

strategies (or codes) were initially noted in the ROS Motivational Strategies Observation Sheet 

in checklist format, including a “Other” option (See Appendix D). This allowed identification 

and check-off of a specific strategy a teacher enacted at the moment of instruction. Strategies 

were selected and based on common instructional approaches that I observed teachers, including 

myself, using in their classroom during my internship. As observations continued, I split-up 

Explicit Instruction into four components and noted three “Other” instructional strategies that 

teachers were implementing in the class that had not yet been indicated. This helped distinguish 

between each instructional strategy and recognize how often each instructional strategy was 
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implemented. By the end of observations, 12 instructional strategies were specified: (1) Teacher-

Student Relationship, (2) Explicit Instruction–I Do, (3) Explicit Instruction–We Do, (4) Explicit 

Instruction–You Do, (5) Feedback & Discussion, (6) Think-Aloud Instruction, (7) Differentiated 

Instruction, (8) Hands-on Activities, (9) Technology, (10) Cooperative Learning, (11) Social 

Emotional Learning, and (12) Teacher Centered Instruction. 

Each of the 12 instructional strategies were assigned a color. Focusing on one 

instructional strategy, I reviewed each classroom observation individually and highlighted 

specific actions, keywords, and quotes that exemplified its coordinating “Instructional Strategy”. 

After I reviewed and color-coded all classroom observations, I used a tally system to record the 

instructional strategies that repeated throughout my observations between teachers and classes on 

my “Overview of Data” chart, a basic chart I created and used as a rough draft to write out my 

initial observations and notes. A tally system was used to see which instructional approach and 

behavior teachers were using most and less of in the classroom. 
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Presentation of Data 

The purpose of this study was to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors that 

support student motivation and learning in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom. 

Data from teacher interviews, classroom observations, and student surveys were collected during 

summer school to answer three essential research questions: 

(1) How do teachers and students define motivation? What do teachers and students 

identify as characteristics of motivated students? 

(2) What strategies do high school teachers implement to support student motivation in 

the high school STAAR English remedial classroom? What behaviors do teachers and 

students identify that increase student motivation? 

(3) How do teachers describe ways to support student motivation to improve learning? 

The way that students initially defined motivation – someone, something that, feeling, and 

personality trait – was used to identify particular external and internal motivating factors that 

supported high school students in a STAAR English class during summer school. The research 

focused on identifying specific instructional strategies, lessons, and behaviors that teachers 

implemented to develop student self-efficacy, support motivation, and improve learning. 

Results of Research 

Research Question #1: How do teachers and students define motivation? What do teachers and 
students identify as characteristics of motivated students? 
 

When students were asked to define motivation, a majority of sentences began with or 

included, someone or something that. For instance, one student noted, “to me motivation means 

that something or someone to push a person to do better,” while another student noted, 

“something that encourages a person to act or do something.” These sentences led me to 

acknowledge that many students rely on someone and/or something to support their motivation 
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and learning (See Table 7). A small number of responses attributed the feeling of confidence or 

drive to motivation. 

Table 7 
Student’s definition of motivation. 
 

 
 
To further explore who this someone or what this something could be, I reviewed the students’ 

Pre-Survey responses for, “What are some things that motivate you in the classroom?” and 

noticed that the teacher played a major role in supporting motivation. Through In Vivo coding, 

four categories emerged about the teacher: attitude, helpful, motivating, and rewarding. While 

Motivation

internal motivating 
factors

personality 
trait

determined

driven to do

keep moving

push through

put your heart 
into it

feeling

satisfaction of 
knowing outcome

to do something 
you like or enjoy

to feel good

to give importance 
to something

to have 
confidence

external 
motivating factors

something 
that

brings you into 
a good mood

encourages you 
to act

helps you want 
do something

makes you 
keep going

makes you 
work harder

pushes you

someone

teachers, 
coaches, parents

helps you out

hypes you up

motivates you

pushes you to 
do better

there for you
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the teacher’s attitude can actually encompass the other three categories, attitude focused on the 

personality of the teacher and the nature of the teacher’s approach to students. These strategies 

and behaviors of teachers will be discussed in Research Question #2. 

After motivation was defined, I wanted to know how motivated students were described 

by both teachers and the students themselves. If teachers know what to look for in a motivated 

student, teachers should be able to provide effective and increasing support in the classroom. 

Through In Vivo coding, four words were common and repeated throughout student survey 

responses and teacher interviews, suggesting a possible category: participate, focused, no 

distractions, and excited. Each category was assigned a color (focused and no distractions were 

grouped together), and focusing on one code at a time, every code was grouped and color-coded 

according to its corresponding category since they, “share[d] something in common” (Saldana, 

2021, p. 10). Not every code fit into one of the aforementioned categories – do what’s asked, do 

work, take a lot of notes, amongst others – but they did, “share some characteristic” (Saldana, 

2021, p. 13) so a new category emerged: on-task/class behaviors. Once all codes from students 

and teachers had been categorized, categories were refined as follows: (1) participation, (2) 

focused, (3) excited, and (4) on-task. After first cycle coding of reading through student survey 

responses and teacher interviews, codes that were initially identified and categorized were then 

synthesized into a general theme. I reflected closely on these four categories and behaviors, and 

the general theme “Classroom Engagement” developed (See Table 8). 
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Table 8 
Characteristics and behaviors of motivated students as illustrated by students and teachers. 
 

Classroom Engagement 

 

 
 

On the other hand, several students defined motivation more internally, using words that 

described a feeling or an attribute of an individual. One student noted, “motivation to me is to do 

something you enjoy and just feel so good to do it”, and another student noted, “it means you’re 

driven to do something you put your heart into it whatever it is.” These two perspectives led me 

to one other student’s definition of motivation, “it means actually giving importance to 

something”, in which the individual’s intrinsic motivation or mindset has initially given value 

and purpose to an action or object. In this case, the action would likely be passing and the object 

would be the STAAR exam.  

When all four STAAR English teachers were asked to describe motivation in their high 

school STAAR English classroom, each teacher participant expressed that motivation was low 

(See Table 9). Students had shared that motivation meant that you are, “driven”, “confident” or 

participate

•active
•answer questions
•ask questions
•participate/ 
volunteer

"respond to 
teacher" -Student

focused

•alert
•awake/ not 
sleeping/ head up

•have my attention/ 
eyes on board or 
teacher

•no distractions/ not 
on my phone/ not 
talking to my 
friends

•paying attention
•sit there and learn/ 
sit in their desk/ 
sitting up straight

"shush my friends" 
-Student

excited

•arrive to class on 
time/ get to class 
early

•good mood/ happy
•look forward to 
class

•ready to go
•speak a lot

"not feeling like 
they dread going to 
class" -Teacher B

on-task

•doing work/ what is 
asked

•good grades
•study
•take a lot of notes
•trying/ work hard

"use skills & 
strategies [teacher] 
taught" -Teacher A
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have a “feel good” attitude to do something, but teachers shared that many students lacked any 

drive or positive attitude to pass the STAAR exam after one or several unsuccessful attempts. 

These perspectives were related to Bandura’s (1977) self-efficacy theory, in which motivation 

and academic behavior are determined by the students’ perception or beliefs of their own ability 

to successfully apply knowledge and skills to academic tasks (Louick, Leider, Daley, Proctor, & 

Gardner, 2016; Supervía & Robres, 2021). So, when a teacher supports a student in developing 

their self-efficacy, they have “double motivation” (Vosoogh, Tavakilizadeh, & Pakdaman, 2021, 

p. 227), thus, more likely to work hard, persist longer in the face of difficulty, improve various 

literacy skills, and achieve academically (Louick, Leider, Daley, Proctor, & Gardner, 2016; 

Ortlieb & Schatz, 2020). 

Table 9 
Teacher participants’ experiences and description of student motivation in their high school 
STAAR English remedial class. 
 

Participant Description of Motivation 

Teacher A 

“Motivation in today's classroom is incredibly low. The students have a 
lot of apathy in the classroom. They struggle to stay on task. A lot of the 
work that I give them, it seems to be too much even though the work that I 
give them is less work than I gave prior to, maybe pre-COVID; so, it's 
very low motivation, and even though we have the help of technology, it 
hinders more than it helps.”  

Teacher B “Motivation in today's classroom is just…it's kind of hard to pull 
motivation from the summer school. They don't want to be here.”  

Teacher C 

“This last semester, I had a class. They were very unmotivated. It was my 
STAAR class. I tried everything under the sun I could think of: I played 
games with them. I did group projects. I did fun projects. I did painting. I 
got some participation, but not as much as I had hoped so.” 

Teacher D 

“It's a very difficult time for kids. I know we talk a lot about motivation 
and engagement, but I feel like a lot of kids are desensitized from 
everything because they're always on their phones. They see a lot of 
things all the time. They see the news. It's just all of this information 
overload. So sometimes we try and get them interested in something, and 
they're not so interested because there’s just so much other things going 
on in their lives, in the news, and this and that. Sometimes you feel like 
they don't care enough or they don't realize the impact of the things you’re 
trying to teach them until they're older. As is always the story.” 
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Teacher A recognized that STAAR English classes spend most of the class time teaching 

to the test in order to make sure students either pass or show growth in the STAAR exam. For 

some students as re-testers, this is their 1st reattempt whereas others have taken it as many as six 

or more times. Identifying specific and effective somethings is important for teachers (as the key 

someone who motivates students) if motivation is going to be supported in the STAAR remedial 

class. In the following research question, I will discuss specific instructional strategies and 

behaviors that I observed within 10-days of summer school instruction when students were most 

motivated and engaged in the STAAR English classroom. 

Research Question #2: What strategies do high school teachers implement to support student 
motivation in the high school STAAR English remedial classroom? What behaviors do teachers 
and students identify that increase student motivation? 
 

To identify strategies and behaviors that support student motivation in the high school 

STAAR English remedial classroom, I used student survey responses as the starting point before 

gathering evidence from classroom observations and teacher interviews. According to the 

Motivation Pre- and Post- surveys, 25 of the 36 (pre-survey) and 28 of the 34 (post-survey) 

students selected that they learn best when they work “following along with my teacher”. The 

following are specific strategies teachers carried out in the STAAR English classroom. 

Instructional Strategy and Behaviors #1: Following along with the teacher & “doing 
strategies with the class” 
 

When students were asked how their teacher supported their motivation and learning, the 

word explain appeared several times as follows: 

• explains thoroughly 

• explains very well 

• take time to explain when we don’t understand 

• was going slow and explaining 
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Student survey responses were reviewed to identify and clarify what students meant by explain, 

and one student was able to note that the teacher was “detailed with explanations”, and another 

student noted, “teaches us step-by-step in a problem and shows us how to get the answer”. I 

observed this step-by-step process of modeled instruction in the classroom that STAAR English 

teachers used to support student learning (See Table 10). 

Table 10 
Modeled instruction used by STAAR English teachers. 
 

 
 

Students noted that “following along with my teacher” was the best support for 

motivation and learning because ultimately, “I have other questions to ask” or “I can be corrected 

then and there so I can fix it faster.” One student described their reason for being in a STAAR 

class, “Well bad, because I have tried many times to pass it and I have not been able to.” 

Nevertheless, students enrolled in a STAAR class, “have another opportunity to pass [the] 

"We Do"
Explicit Instruction

Teacher
modeling

writing notes: mnemonic 
devices, sentence formulas, 

essay outline

annotating test-taking 
skills and strategies

Students 
following along

copying teacher notes and 
strategies

responding to teacher 
questions when called upon 

or guided

Teacher
asking questions

checking for understanding

ensuring students are 
following along

guiding students 
to an answer
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English STAAR”, as one student revealed, but need more help and more importantly, more 

support. “It messed up my mentality and lowers my confidence of passing the STAAR and I feel 

dumb”, expressed one student. This is the reality for many of our high school students enrolled in 

a STAAR English class and as a motivating factor, the teacher can support student’s motivation 

throughout instruction by explicitly modeling aloud specific strategies that students will need to 

practice and prepare for the STAAR exam. Throughout summer school instruction, I frequently 

observed teachers modeling aloud and “doing strategies with the class” as one student noted (See 

Figure 3), to help develop students’ knowledge and skills. 

Figure 3 
Color-coding methods used during DOL activities to illustrate and differentiate between 
different components for a variety of sentence structures. 
 

 
 

Teacher E’s use of WRAP was a reading strategy practiced in both English 2 classrooms 

to answer STAAR test questions. WRAP stood for: Work through the questions first, Read the 

story, Answer the questions, Prove your answer. With WRAP, students read the questions prior 

to reading the selection to identify what questions were asking, ultimately serving as a preview 

of the text. According to Teacher E, “WRAP gives students a purpose for reading and an idea of 

what to look for as they read through a passage.” Teacher E used WRAP in her English 2 classes 
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as the preferred reading strategy for STAAR reading passages, multiple choice questions, and 

open-ended questions. When STAAR English 2 teachers started a new reading passage, students 

were able to recall aloud the WRAP reading strategy for the teacher and classmates to follow in a 

step-by-step process. Both English 1 classes followed a similar approach, but they did not have a 

mnemonic device; nevertheless, students in the English 1 classes were able to call out test-taking 

strategies in the order they were instructed to practice. 

Teachers worked through the SIRIUS Zingers workbook using WRAP along with Close 

Reading strategies that focused on coding the text and chunking the text. Coding the text, which 

used color-coding methods and annotations such as underlining, circling, highlighting, x-out 

incorrect words specific to the test’s questions, was modeled aloud by the teacher to help 

students visualize and differentiate between different components and literary elements. Coding 

the text is one test-taking strategy that directs students to, “look for concrete ideas with which 

they can identify” (Saccomano, 2014, p. 144). Additionally, chunking the text was modeled by 

teachers to comprehend and summarize paragraphs in a text. As the summer school semester 

continued, teachers began to call on students individually to practice synthesizing information by 

providing their own summary or main idea of a paragraph and letting the teacher know what to 

write. According to Saccomano (2014), “Students can only process so much new information at 

one time” (p. 143) so breaking down a reading passage and focusing on the purpose or main 

idea, paragraph-by-paragraph, actually becomes more manageable and easier to process. 

While teachers modeled how to work through the questions and read through a passage, 

students followed along and copied the teacher’s notes in their workbooks. This gave students a 

daily practice to build their own knowledge and skills to better prepare for the STAAR exam. As 

students were following along with their teacher, student self-efficacy was developing because of 
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their, “capability to successfully apply knowledge and skills to academic tasks” (Louick, Leider, 

Daley, Proctor, & Gardner, 2016, p. 1). 

Instructional Strategy and Behaviors #2: “We do a lot of work together” 
 

Our school district’s high school ELA Instructional Coordinators created and provided 

teachers with a Scope & Sequence: a day-by-day lesson plan for teachers to follow that included 

an overview of skills and exercises to cover in Revising, Editing, and Reading, with specific 

materials and links to online learning platforms. The Scope & Sequence also included specific 

tasks for teachers that include weekly checkpoints, essay conferencing, discussion of data, and 

teacher tailored instruction. Realistically, there was a lot of information to review with students 

and unfortunately, not enough time. 

Students were asked in the pre-survey, “When you are motivated, you are ready to learn, 

engage in activities, and complete tasks for which one of the following reasons”, and 24 of the 

36 responses selected “a feeling of accomplishment”, to leave class at the end of the day 

knowing that they completed any task on the agenda. So when a student mentioned “we do a lot 

of work together”, it was understandable to know that the workload during summer was in fact 

“a lot”, as several students noted, but with only 10-days of instruction to prepare for the STAAR 

exam, teachers wanted to make sure that students were getting enough practice, preparation, and 

support by means of guided and independent work. Teacher C shared the following: 

“I think what kind of un-inspires them, especially dealing with the [EL] kids…[reading] 

is obviously not their strong suit, so they feel unsuccessful, and they feel overwhelmed 

when they see a huge text and they just like, already have this defeated, I don't want to 

read all that. So, I like to break it up and I like to read together. That's best for me when 

we all read to share together. And then we discuss it, try to connect it to everyday lives 
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and themselves. I feel like they don't feel like they're good at this subject and because 

they feel like they've already failed the test once that it's not very encouraging.” 

Since students enrolled in summer school did not demonstrate the skills necessary to pass the 

STAAR exam, teachers provided more modeled instruction and less independent practice to 

support learning and growth. Teachers explicitly modeled aloud test-taking skills and strategies 

while students followed along, but most importantly, teachers made sure to practice and review 

every lesson and assessment with the students. Like one student noted, “we do a lot of work 

together so that everyone understands.” This was one approach that teachers implemented in the 

STAAR English classroom to support student motivation and learning. When students were not 

understanding a particular skill or concept, teachers would revisit the Scope & Sequence or 

conduct one-to-one conferencing with the students to identify areas in need of improvement. As I 

reviewed student responses, I noticed a pattern of strategies and behaviors that teachers 

consistently did during summer school, which were noted by students in the post-survey as 

something that their teacher does in the classroom to support their motivation and learning: 

• go over passages 

• read with us 

• rereads anything 

• gave us examples so we can understand better 

• gave us practice tests 

• reviewing 

During observations, teachers followed Pearson and Gallagher’s (1983) Gradual Release of 

Responsibility (GRR) model, or the “I Do – We Do – You Do it Together – You Do it Alone” 

structure (Clark, 2014; Deagon, 2021; Fisher & Frey, 2013). Whether the lesson was in revising, 
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editing, reading, or writing, teachers consistently modeled specific test-taking skills and 

strategies, verbally and explicitly (I Do). The SIRIUS Zingers workbook supported an Explicit 

Instruction model in which the teacher first provided guided instruction by following along with 

the accompanied test-taking tips and strategies. Through guided instruction (We Do), teachers 

modeled test-taking skills and strategies step-by-step for each lesson while asking questions to 

assess student knowledge and learning (See Table 11). Students generally responded correctly, 

but when students were unable to respond, teachers used guiding questions to lead students to the 

correct answer. If students responded incorrectly, teachers would provide further support and 

supplementary instruction, using guiding questions to an answer and modeling through a 

question more slowly to ensure students were grasping the material. Once students demonstrated 

understanding, teachers would gradually release students towards independent thinking and 

application of the skills (Saccomano, 2014) by providing independent practice (You Do) while 

continuing to provide one-on-one support as they walked around and checked on students’ work 

and progress. 
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Table 11 
Examples of questions teachers asked during instruction. 
 

 
 
Instructional Strategy and Behaviors #3: Teacher’s approach to students, learning, and the 
classroom 
 

It is beneficial to know what does not motivate students in the classroom to recognize 

behaviors that may be a cause for a decrease in motivation. Pre-survey and post-survey responses 

were reviewed to see what students had to say about motivating and non-motivating, “things 

their teacher does to support their motivation and learning”. Three themes emerged within each 

• "Can you prove to me why this is the correct answer?"
• "Why is this an incomplete sentence?"
• "What corrections do I need to make?"
• "What is wrong with this sentence?"
• "What do we have to do next?"
• "Why is the word ___ positive or negative?"
• "Do we know what to do if..."

"What do I do if..."
"What is it called when..."
"What else do I have to do...

Checking for understanding

• Fill in the Blank
"If it's not a ___ then its a ___"

• Multiple Choice
"What did you all put for number ___? A, B, C, or D?"

• Open Ended
"Can you all give me an example of ___?"

• Yes/No
"Do I have a ___, yes or no"

Ensuring students are following along

• Funnel
(T) "What is a ___"
(S) reads PPT
(T) "So, what is a ___"
(S) shares their definition

Guiding students to an answer
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question: the teacher’s approach to students, learning, and the classroom. 

Teacher’s approach to students 

The teacher played a major role in motivating students across survey responses. Students 

were specific to describe behaviors of a teacher who was motivating, helpful, and having an 

attitude that resonated positively with students. Students illustrated a teacher’s “good attitude” 

and “good energy” with words like kind, patient, cool, funny, respectful, and understanding. 

Several students were more specific to note that the teacher, “hypes us up”, “interacts with us”, 

and even “wants to know about us”. Teacher A shared the following: 

“I definitely think another way to motivate students is by making connections with them 

and building relationships. The only problem with that is, you know, it's a STAAR class, 

so it's very, teach to the test, and it's kind of like you either spend time making 

connections and building relationships with them or you spend time teaching. It's very 

hard to do both. So I would love to grow in that area and make time to build connections 

with those students because that's another way you can motivate them: by getting them to 

trust you, building that trusting relationship, and it's hard because, like I said, in the 

STAAR class, your main focus or your goal is to make sure those kids either pass the 

STAAR test or they show some sort of growth.” 

On the contrary, students noted behaviors that do not support their motivation and learning. I 

hope that as we hear what students described as not motiving (although it may be uncomfortable 

for some readers) that we as teachers will become more reflective and mindful of our approaches 

towards students and more supported by our school leaders. As I read through each students’ 

response, I saw myself as a teacher in several of their descriptions. I discuss this reflection 

further in Chapter 5. 
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The pressures and consequences that come with high-stakes testing can easily transfer 

onto the teacher, and like Teacher A said, “the kids feel your energy.” Something a teacher does 

that a student found as non-motivating was that the, “teacher is always stressing”, which can lead 

teachers to be upset or demanding, and at times not engaging with the students, as several 

students noted. As a teacher, I have been down this road before with the numerous pressures of 

accountability, so to know that when students are not motivated to learn because, as they noted, 

of a “long day” or a “bad day” (along with the fact that some students have a lowered confidence 

and “feel dumb”), students do not want their teachers to give up on them. In one observation, a 

teacher was completing a DOL activity with students and asked, “What corrections does this 

sentence need?” Students did not respond, and the teacher lost her patience and commented, 

“Hello? Are you all awake? Did you all hear me? I feel like I’m talking to myself.” This negative 

approach likely shut-down students from responding any further and did nothing to support 

student motivation. As challenging as it can be sometimes, our words and behaviors do impact 

the motivation and learning of our students. Students shared examples of words that teachers 

have expressed in the classroom that do NOT support motivation and learning (Table 12). 

Table 12 
Comments from teachers that do NOT support motivation and learning. 
 

 

teachers don't put 
themselves in our shoes

"I won't graduate if 
I don't pass the class"

"they're going to kick me out of the sport 
I'm in"

teachers think we're 
not putting in the effort

"we didn't try our best"

"we're doing worst 
than the previous class"
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The teacher as motivating and helpful goes hand-in-hand with increasing motivation and 

learning in the classroom. As Teacher A expressed, “We’re taught to be very positive with the 

students,” and as students noted, teachers “kept pushing me to try my best”, further illustrating 

that the teacher who is motivating, “never gives up on me”. During another one of my 

observations, Teacher B was reviewing an independent practice with the students to assess their 

performance. Teacher B would ask, “What did everyone put for #?” and call on each student to 

share their response aloud. At first, students were quiet, likely hesitant to say the wrong answer, 

but Teacher B encouraged participation by saying, “It’s ok if you didn’t get the right answer, you 

learn from your mistakes.” Students became more responsive, and the teacher guided students to 

the correct answer when it was needed. To support motivation and learning, one student noted 

about this teacher in particular, “It’s okay if I get the answer wrong”, while another student 

noted, “He was there to help me when I was stuck in a question.” It is through these words and 

behaviors that teachers are increasing motivation, even though at times it may feel like teachers 

have, “tried everything under the sun” – as Teacher D said – to pick up student motivation.  

Teacher’s approach to learning 

The approach that teachers take towards student learning impacts motivation, especially 

when the teacher does “not understand how I think” or “doesn’t tell me what I’m doing wrong”, 

as students noted. Additionally, the use of timers and “moving a little too fast” was perceived by 

students as not motivating, as the words “hurry up” repeated often from teachers. Time 

constraints were also a challenge, as is every summer school semester. There was so much to 

review, practice, and prepare for the STAAR English exam that ten days is not enough 

instructional time, nevertheless, 3-hours of instruction for 10-days. One student expressed that 

while, “just being in the same class for 3-hours long is so frustrating”, for Teacher D, students 
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seem “disconnected from the classroom”, and students know they need support and want that 

support from their teachers.  

When one student was asked, “When you are NOT motivated to learn, something you 

want your teacher to know is…” he noted, “them to ask if I need help”. With all things 

considered, students were provided the ongoing support that they not only wanted but found 

motivating. The acts from teachers walking around to help, going up to a student and “checking 

up on me”, and “reviewing” helped provide the support and motivation that students need. 

Students found it motivating when teachers “work with us” and “take time to explain when we 

don’t understand” because like one student noted, the teacher “helped me in my weak spots” 

whereas another student expressed, “there were many errors that I didn’t know [but] now I feel 

confident in my test.” 

The use of immediate grading, feedback, and discussion supported motivation by keeping 

students on track with their progress and asking for help from their teacher in specific areas of 

need. In Figure 4, an English 2 student completed a STAAR reading passage independently in 

class while using test-taking strategies the teacher modeled. The teacher provided immediate 

grading, verbal feedback, and support based on the student’s annotations and responses, guiding 

the student through incorrect responses. Over the weeks, students were given independent 

practices to assess their individual knowledge and learning. In both English 1 classrooms, 

independent practice assessments, or Checkpoints, were given at the end of each week after 3-

days focused on review and teacher-modeled instruction. While students independently worked 

through STAAR formatted passages and questions, English 1 teachers walked around the 

classroom to ensure students were completing test-taking strategies that had been modeled and 

practiced throughout the week. English 1 teachers would grade each Checkpoint, and after all 
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students had completed their assessment, English 1 teachers would review the reading passage 

and questions with all students, modeling test-taking strategies aloud and verbally guiding 

students through the correct answers. In one English 2 classroom, independent practice 

assessments were given daily during the last hour of the class, while the first 2 hours of class 

were focused on review and teacher-modeled instruction. Teacher A noted: 

“We did try to give a lot of verbal feedback and praise. We graded their assignments like 

right on the spot so they can see if they were on the right track or if they needed to do a 

little bit more work, put in a little bit more work.” 

English 2 students received immediate grading and feedback from their teacher as the work was 

scored and returned to the student. Initially, students were asked to reattempt incorrect answers 

prior to being provided with one-on-one support, in which the English 2 teacher would review 

errors and explain what was wrong with their selected answer choice. All STAAR English 

teachers used data from Checkpoints to address student weaknesses and content that needed to be 

retaught. 

Figure 4 
Example of student work completed independently in class shows the use of test-taking strategies 
the teacher modeled. 
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Teacher’s approach to the classroom 

Last but not least, classroom climate and classroom management played a key role in 

motivating students. The teacher’s approach towards students and instruction together create the 

classroom climate; however, students noted particular distractions that got in the way of 

motivation and learning, building on the importance of classroom management. In the pre-

survey, students described distractions as un-motivating, although these descriptors did not 

appear in the post-survey (See Table 13). This was important to note, as many times, these 

distractions are out of the teacher’s control. Teacher A expressed, “My STAAR classes have 

always been pretty big and that causes a lot of issues in the classroom”. School enrollment, 

master scheduling, and STAAR performance results affect the number of students in a classroom 

and with the shortage of teachers, STAAR classes are usually at full capacity. Recalling that 

STAAR classes include students re-attempting the STAAR for the first time or more, motivation 

is low and discipline issues are high. Referring to unmotivated students in the classroom, or 

those who caused distractions during instruction, Teacher D recalled, “when those kids were out 

of the room, the other kids were a lot more focused.” 
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Table 13 
Students identify distractions that do not support motivation in the classroom. 
 

 
 

In data from an English 1 observation, students were asked to write one sentence three 

times, each in the form of a compound sentence (See Figure 3). Students went off topic, held 

side-conversations with their friends, and had not attempted the activity. It was my first 

observation, so naturally I felt that I was the distraction. After waking up and getting on task, one 

student shared his compound sentence aloud with the class, “Summer school sucks. Summer 

school is for dumb people.” Teacher C approached this comment in what I would describe as 

proactive: one-to-one, she calmly reminded the student to stay on task, patiently redirected their 

thinking, and guided the student to “use a positive real-world experience.” The student’s new 

sentence, as seen in Figure 5, was praised with a high 5 and an “Awesome Job!” 

  

a loud class
•there is a lot of noise
•"noise afects my 
concentration"

misbehavior
•kids being annoying
•when the class 
doesn’t pay attention

•my phone
•"people making the 
loudest noises ever"

talking
•students that speak in 
the middle of class

•they dont let the 
teacher teach

•"they talk over the 
teacher"
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Figure 5 
Example of student work showing his understanding of a compound sentence in its three forms 
with the class while also sharing a real-world experience from summer school.  
 

 
 
As previously discussed and seen from Figure 5, this same student in particular did not want to 

be at summer school and already had a negative perception, “Summer school sucks. Summer 

school is for dumb people.” Furthermore, he characterized his motivation through his behaviors, 

and used his sentences during instruction to express his feelings, “I was sleeping. The teacher 

woke me up to do my work.” From the pre-survey, one student noted, “Whenever I’m not 

motivated, most of the time I’m just falling asleep”, in which falling asleep was a recurrent 

characteristic of students who were not motivated. However, one other student noted that when 

they are not motivated, “Don’t tell me to talk in front of the class.” When asked to speak in front 

of the class, students may use this opportunity to be funny or mock a situation, as previously 

observed, or act in other ways that can negatively disrupt learning and impact the classroom. 

Ingemarson, Rosendahl, Bodin, and Birgegard (2021) stated that, “When students in class act in 

disruptive ways, it affects learning and peer interactions for all students,” (p. 219), which could 

create a negative classroom climate for other students. 
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Research Question #3: How do teachers describe ways to support student motivation to 
improve learning? 
 

Sitting in a 3-hour class can be a challenge for students to remain focused and on-task, 

especially when, according to students, “time is going slow” and “all this time I would’ve had 2 

months of summer but I’m stuck in summer school”. On the other hand, there is so much content 

to review and practice for the STAAR exam with only 10-instructional days to prepare. One 

student described, “Me being honest, I don't find much motivation, the teachers just give us 

examples and questions that the STAAR has given us previously” while another student 

described, “the bench is full of papers” as unmotivating. The workload during summer school 

was illustrated by students with too much work, long lessons, lots of reading, and “work that 

takes up the entire class” as one student noted. This workload was described by another student 

as “overworking the students”, so as Teacher B described, having a “brain-break” away from the 

books was not only needed but found to support motivation. 

Teacher C expressed that teachers have “tried everything under the sun” to pick up 

student motivation and keep students engaged. As I have shared, I sat down with teachers to 

understand ways student motivation was supported in their classroom and three common themes 

emerged between all four participants: student motivation was supported through praise, 

rewards, and online learning games. 

Supporting Student Motivation Through Praise 

Many students identified praise as something that teachers do to support their motivation. 

Praise was defined by Ingemarson, Rosendahl, Bodin, and Birgegard (2021) as, “positive verbal 

or nonverbal attention to students’ behavior” (p. 219). During one observation, students were 

completing the DOL for the day, following along with the teacher, and to assess students’ 

knowledge, the teacher asked the students how to correct a sentence. Students had to identify 
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errors in a sentence and began to share their responses aloud, identifying corrections needed 

within the sentence. The teacher responded with verbal praise such as, “I love it!” and “Thank 

you, that was beautiful!” as well as physical praise, which included high 5s and fist bumps. When 

teachers praised student participation, efforts, and success, students smiled and celebrated with 

their friends over their accomplishment and even “breathed a breath of fresh air” after an 

independent activity, as I noted during one observation. 

In the pre-survey, students were asked to, “Search for an image of a quote that you say to 

yourself when you need motivation,” and four general themes were established amongst all 36 

images: never give up, keep trying, stay positive, and believe in yourself (See Figure 6). This data 

was collected to identify one way student motivation can be supported by teacher’s praise. 

Figure 6 
Motivational quotes students say to themselves. 

 
 
Sun (2021) noted that praise provides encouragement, builds self-confidence, and creates good 

teacher-learner relationships while also supporting learning and good behaviors. Praise can be 

general or specific and can act as a form of motivation for students when teachers use it 

effectively. General praise is most commonly used in the classroom, using words and phrases 

never give up never give up keep trying keep trying

stay positive stay positive believe believe
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such as Good Job or Very Good when a student answers a teacher’s question correctly or 

accomplishes a task, and it was most observed to support or acknowledge student success. 

Behavior-specific praise, however, can improve academic behavior and student conduct, 

create a positive learning setting, and develop a positive self-concept in others (Burnett & 

Mandel, 2010; Neef, Kranak, Shapiro, Xu, & Catania, 2022; Sun, 2021). Students feel good 

when they are praised specifically for their efforts and abilities, and according to a study from 

Burnett and Mandel (2010), “[students] felt proud of themselves, [praise] was motivating (they 

wanted to try harder to get more praise), and they generally felt good inside” (p. 149). In the 

classroom, “praise should be associated with the performances or skills that the teacher desires to 

develop” (Sun, 2021, p. 4).  

In one observation, Teacher A asked, “Where in this sentence do I need a comma? Why 

does this sentence need a comma?” Students did not respond to either of these questions but one 

student took out his class folder and started reviewing his notes. Teacher A praised this behavior 

saying, “Great Job, Jake (pseudonym)! I see you flipping through your notes to help me get a 

response.” Jake smiled and almost immediately, all the other students opened up their folder and 

reviewed their notes to provide a response to the teacher. Along with his notes, Jake responded 

correctly to the teacher and was able to identify correct comma placement in a sentence. This is 

an example of a student not knowing an answer to a question, but not giving up and working his 

way to a response. 

Whether students are struggling to understand a particular concept or succeeding at 

performing a specific skill, efforts, abilities, and specific behaviors should be recognized in a 

way that will support student self-efficacy and motivation. Therefore, knowing what students tell 

themselves when they need motivation could help teachers understand what students need to 
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hear from the teacher as someone who supports motivation in the classroom. 

Supporting Student Motivation Through Rewards 

Throughout observations, I noted changes in both body language and behavior from 

students when their teacher said, “Winner of this [review] game will win a prize!” or “If we get 

all the questions right, I’ll bring everyone a candy tomorrow.” Like Teacher D said in her pre-

interview, “Don’t underestimate the power of candy,” and with those words, I observed students 

sitting-up straight, leaning into their workbooks or computers, and asking questions so that they 

could get the answers correct. Nevertheless, external rewards can be consequential for supporting 

student motivation. In one observation, Teacher E praised successful student performance on a 

STAAR reading passage saying, “Yay! You all did so good!”, and a student responded with, “So 

what do we get?” Bear, Slaughter, Mantz, and Farley-Ripple (2017) suggested that when the use 

of external and tangible rewards are used to manage specific behaviors or highlight social 

comparisons between peers, intrinsic motivation is likely to be harmed. Consequently, extrinsic 

motivation is supported, and now actions and behaviors are based on the, “importance of external 

praise, rewards, and punitive consequences, and not to self-perceptions of competence and 

autonomy” (p.11). 

One other consequential impact of using rewards to support motivation and learning in 

the classroom actually impacted motivation. As I stated, when the use of external and tangible 

rewards are used to manage behaviors, intrinsic motivation is likely to be harmed because 

actions and behaviors are based on the, “importance of external praise and rewards” (Bear, 

Slaughter, Mantz, and Farley-Ripple, 2017, p.11). During one of my earlier observations, 

English 1 students were independently working through a STAAR reading passage. The teacher 

said, “The first person to get a 100 on the first try will get a bag of Oreo cookies.” Two boys sat 
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near me, who I identify as Boy 1 and Boy 2. I observed Boy 1 working through the passage: 

leaning forward into his workbook, annotating the selection, and using test-taking strategies. 

When Boy 1 finished, he called for the teacher and shared his thinking process with one question 

where he was debating between two answer choices. The teacher wanted to challenge Boy 1 to 

independently think through the question, and while he worked through both responses, Boy 2, 

who was sitting next to him, leaned over and copied his answer selections, which were already 

graded and correct. Boy 1 made his final decision, and unfortunately, it was incorrect. Boy 1 

missed his chance at being “the first person to get a 100 on the first try” and winning a bag of 

Oreo cookies. However, Boy 2 heard and selected the correct answer, and as the “the first person 

to get a 100 on the first try,” he was rewarded with the bag of Oreo cookies. Boy 1 became 

completely unengaged, putting his head down for the duration of my observation. Rather than 

rewarding success and supporting motivation, this teacher unknowingly rewarded a behavior that 

caused one student to cheat while seemingly punishing another student for trying. Teachers who 

use rewards to support motivation should become mindful of these kinds of situations. 

The above-mentioned situation was not observed by the teacher. I was not able to discuss 

this situation with the teacher because I did not want to impact my role as the researcher or the 

future of my observations since I had just started conducting observations. Furthermore, I had 

just started becoming acquainted with this teacher because of my research, and I did not want to 

make any one feel uncomfortable as observations continued. 

Teacher C rewarded her students through external motivators, with challenges and 

competitions, “First person to get 100 wins!” and I immediately observed students get focused 

and competitive, working really hard for that first perfect score, and a snack. Just like Teacher D 

joked but also highlighted, “I know, [snacks] work like a charm. We need more snacks. We 
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should be supplied with buckets of snacks.” Summer school leaders provided snacks and other 

incentives to reward student attendance, but Teacher C shared that fellow colleagues used more 

“exciting snacks” that included candy, cookies, chips, and chocolate that appealed more to the 

students’ liking to reward classroom participation and support motivation.  

Teachers also used stickers as a reward for good work. Teacher A shared, “Yes, I did do 

stickers. It kind of reminds them of their like elementary days, so when they see a sticker on their 

paper, they know that they did well and that motivates them.” Teacher D shared the following 

during our post-interview: 

“I was sure to make sure that we did do the stickers on the grades, and I know that helps. 

There was a conversation about it in the afternoon class about the students wanting 

stickers. We even put them inside of the books just in case they peeked to see if the books 

were graded. Because I think it's important that the kids see that we grade everything, and 

check that it was done. 

This goes back to teachers using immediate feedback as a means to motivate their students 

because students do want to know if they are progressing and doing good, and the use of stickers 

can be something that “brings you into a good mood”, “makes you keep going”, or “makes you 

work harder”, as students identified the things to support their motivation and learning. I 

observed that students only received a sticker when they achieved satisfactory results on 

independent practices, and like Teacher A noted, “Even though they're in high school, they love 

the stickers”. Along with words as simple as “great job!” or “perfect”, stickers were used to 

reward students who completed their assignments and received a passing score. 

Another reward that teachers used to encourage participation and support student 

motivation was the use of brain breaks as an incentive to work towards. Teacher A used breaks 
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to give students something to look forward to: “Let's just get through this next passage and then 

we will get like a 10 minute break”, whereas Teacher B used breaks as a reward: “I'll give them 

down time to play games or eventually I even adopted what other teachers did, so I would just 

give them a 10 to 15 minute just shut down and do nothing break for what you've done.” As 

students described, summer school can be long, boring, and overworking, so like Teacher D said: 

“We were always sure to give [students] their break, their 10-minute break, even 

whenever we didn't get as much done as we wanted to. We needed to give them that 

break because that's their little incentive for the day, and that's kind of the marker of the 

halfway point, like, we finished the reading section or we finish the writing section, so 

now we have that break in between.” 

The use of brain breaks as a reward from the summer school curriculum encouraged students to 

accomplish a task or complete an assignment, which were typically modeled by and followed 

along with the teacher. This type of reward did not support learning or improve motivation to 

learn. During brain breaks, after students completed an activity independently, I would review 

their work and notice a non-passing grade, which showed me that students either completed the 

work quickly without much effort or simply did not understand the assignment. 

Supporting Student Motivation Through Online Learning Games 

Teacher A shared the following, “Students enjoy competitive games. Students do like to 

get competitive with each other and I feel like that motivates them instead of just answering 

questions from passages.” Online learning games were used during summer school as a reward, 

to encourage student participation, or like Teacher A noted, “to give them a little break from the 

passage”, and fortunately, as Teacher B pointed out, “Blooket was something that [students] 

seemed to latch onto motivational wise.” Teacher B further explained that online learning games 
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such as Blooket were, “something different other than the same kind of paperwork and review 

[students] do normally or just listening to lecture all the time.” 

Blooket is an interactive online learning game that is intended to motivate students 

through reward and friendly competition with their classmates. Different game modes are 

available, but students enjoyed Gold Quest most. Students select a character or “friendly little 

block” (Stewart, 2022) to answer questions, and then compete against their classmates and battle 

for first place. When students answer questions correctly, they are able to earn gold or steal gold 

(points) from their classmates. When students answer questions incorrectly, students lose gold 

and the chance to steal from their peers. Questions repeat throughout the duration of the game, 

“driv[ing] students to perform well while reviewing” (Stewart, 2022). I observed Blooket being 

used in classrooms during summer school and as a teacher who also used it in the classroom, I 

found this activity rewarding and enjoyed by students. As students competed with one another 

for first place, Blooket allowed students to socialize with their peers while testing their 

knowledge and reviewing content in an entertaining and competitive manner. 

Online learning games also included Kahoot, Quizizz, and Jeopardy, but many students 

noted Blooket as their favorite lesson and motivating activity during summer school. Prior to the 

start of summer school, Teacher C shared, “There's a new one I want to try out, Blooket. I hear 

it’s good” and by the end of summer school, she expressed, “[Students] loved Blooket! They 

really did. They got very into [Blooket].” Competition can influence motivation and learning and 

also increase students’ sense of belonging (Bostan, Stanciu, & Andronic, 2021; Kowalski, 2019). 

In earlier studies, Bostan, Stanciu, and Andronic (2021) found that students, “were enthusiastic 

when competing to others, leading them to be more motivated, to try harder, and exert more 

effort than when working alone” (p. 1). Additionally, competition can, “stimulate learner’s 
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interest, improve their participation, and enhance their learning through challenges, rewards, and 

competing for ranking” (Liu, Zhou, Li, & Ye, 2022, p. 1). In a recent study, data from the use of 

a competitive learning game revealed that, “students in the competitive classes showed obvious 

learning enthusiasm, could actively participate in the game, and their vocabulary level improved” 

(Liu, Zhou, Li, & Ye, 2022, p. 12). Nevertheless, competition can also cause, “tension and 

frustration among lower-level students” (Liu, Zhou, Li, & Ye (2022, p. 1) and “undermine 

student motivation and subsequent achievement, particularly by shifting to winning instead of the 

intrinsic value of the task” (Kowalski, 2019, p. 389). So while student motivation is supported 

through the use of online learning games, learning may not actually be taking place, and the 

concept of winning or feeling a sense of belonging from peers may be the something that 

students actually find motivating. 

Interaction between the Research and the Context 

How the Context Impacted the Results 

Although my research only allowed for 10-days of summer school instruction, the 

students who would be completing my survey and that I would be observing are students that 

have failed the STAAR exam once or more times, so I was looking forward to fully focusing on 

student behaviors within this limited time. Students in the English 1 and English 2 classroom 

consisted of incoming Sophomores and Juniors, so their perspectives and experiences would be 

useful because of school schedules and graduation plans. Testing during summer is the students 

last chance to pass the STAAR exam before the new school year begins, so if the student fails, 

they would be enrolled in a STAAR remedial class during the Fall semester and have to retest in 

December. At this point, students prefer taking a course that meets their personal interests and 

graduation plan. 
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STAAR remedial classes can seem very repetitive. As I observed in summer school, the 

Scope & Sequence consisted of one STAAR lesson after another with teachers drilling test-

taking skills and strategies so students can have ample practice to prepare for the STAAR exam. 

Teacher D shared that in order to prepare students for the STAAR exam, “exposure to the test and 

the passages that they're going to see” was necessary: 

“[Students] need to know what to expect and I feel that the more practice they get with that, 

the better and easier it will be to tackle the test. I know it's not always the most interesting 

content, but I try and tell them that it is interesting and that you don't always have to like 

what you read, but you can at least appreciate it because it has something to teach you…but a 

lot of kids are just like it’s boring, but it's what is on the test.” 

The daily and repeated use of the SIRIUS Zingers workbook during instruction was something 

that students identified as boring and unmotivating. This is the same approach that STAAR 

English teachers take during the Fall and Spring semesters, so attending a three- or seven-hour 

school day during summer is understandably not ideal for many students. Accordingly, 

motivation was expected to be low, but nevertheless, I was surprised to see how many students 

were actually engaged in the classroom and the small number of students that obviously did not 

want to be there. As I noted from interviews, surveys, and classroom observations, students who 

were not engaged usually had their head down, slept during class, used the phone during 

instruction, did not interact or respond to the teacher, or finished an assignment within a few 

minutes. Students who were engaged were typically following along with their teacher, 

completing teacher-modeled notes in their workbooks, and interacting with the teacher, asking 

questions and/or responding to questions.  

Approximately 100 students for English 1 and 140 students for English 2 were 

anticipated to attend summer school. This number included students who needed one or both 
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STAAR exams as well as students exempt from the English 2 exam, so the number is not 

precise. Attendance varied day by day but as STAAR got closer, attendance numbers slightly 

increased. An unaccounted number of students were given the Parent/Student Consent to 

Participate in Research Study form (See Appendix C) by their STAAR English teacher – I made 

125 copies and about 15 forms were left behind – this would include students who requested 

another copy because “they forgot” or “misplaced it”, according to teachers. Only 16 forms were 

signed and returned. The issue of forms being returned in a timely matter along with the 

uncertainty of student attendance did not allow me to focus data on STAAR English “bubble 

kids”. Thirty-six students completed the pre-survey, whereas 34 students completed the post-

survey, yet only 26 students completed both pre- and post- survey. I did not have the turnout that 

I expected, but I had a reasonable outcome overall. The data that students provided  

will be valuable for STAAR English teachers to prepare for the upcoming school year.  

The school principal was fully on board with the research, whereas the summer school 

administrator was skeptical, likely with apprehension that research would impact learning and 

instruction. All STAAR English teachers were also fully on board and very supportive with the 

research, participating in interviews and observations without hesitation even though I was not 

fully acquainted with four of the seven teacher participants. Each high school in Power ISD has a 

freshman campus due to the high population of students in our schools, and four of the seven 

teachers came from freshman campus. I appreciate that these teachers trusted me and allowed me 

into their classrooms in what I would consider as a vulnerable experience. As a teacher, I know 

that having someone sit in your class and observe you can be intimidating – as one teacher put it 

– but as I stated earlier, all teachers were reassured of no judgement, as well as protection and 

confidentiality of their name. 
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How the Research Impacted the Context 

This past academic school year was our first school year fully returning to in-person 

instruction, and as I discussed earlier in my study, teachers and students had faced numerous 

challenges and setbacks in the classroom for the past two years. Along with instruction and 

learning, teachers encountered major declines in student motivation and increases in student 

behavior. It was a long year, as we would say, so this summer school semester, which started 

two days after the end of the school year, was likely too soon to recover from COVID-19. From 

all the pressures of teaching during the regular school semester versus the summer school semester, 

the atmosphere definitely appeared different. Teacher C highlighted her appreciation of the “laid 

back atmosphere of summer school” during her post-interview, and this seemed to appeal teachers 

who worked summer school, as all four teacher participants shared this same notion. Whether it was 

small group instruction or lesser discipline issues in the classroom, the shorter time frame or a pre-

coordinated Scope & Sequence, teachers noted these positives as a reason to work summer school, 

which may have impacted their attitude and approach to the classroom, something that students 

identified to support motivation. 

I observed teachers in their natural setting and behavior as anyone would see during a 

regular school semester. I learned that all but one teacher only provided instruction when I 

conducted observations. When I was not present in his classroom, independent practices were 

assigned and instructional support was provided if a student requested it. Furthermore, since the 

STAAR exam was to be administered 100% online during summer, the district’s Scope & 

Sequence focused on the use of technology, so I was able to view student work online. Students 

were not completing their work independently and the teacher was not providing feedback or 

discussion to support or improve learning. Even though instructional strategies and behaviors in 

were observed, noted, and identified to support motivation, it was made clear to me in 
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conversation that the instructional strategies and behaviors were not carried out during the day. 

Coming in the Spring 2023 semester, the STAAR English exam will be redesigned so 

students can demonstrate their understanding and explain their thinking through writing. The 

following seven new questions types will be included: (1) text entry, (2) inline choice, (3) 

multipart, (4) match table grid, (5) multiselect, (6) short constructed responses, and (7) extended 

constructed response (Texas Education Agency, 2022). Table 14 presents an overview of the 

seven new question types that will appear on the STAAR English exam in the Spring 2023. This 

will make the STAAR exam more rigorous for students to practice and prepare for, nevertheless, 

meet academic passing standards. According to TEA (2022): 

House Bill 3906 established a “multiple choice cap,” meaning that no more than 75% of 

points on a STAAR test can be based on multiple choice questions. Texas educators 

help[ed] design new question types that reflect classroom test questions and allow 

students more ways to show their understanding (para. 1). 

Table 14 
New question types in the redesign of the STAAR exam. 
 
Question Type Description 

Text entry Student responds by typing a number, word, or phrase. 
Inline choice Student selects the correct answer(s) from one or more drop-down 

menu(s). 
Multipart Student responds to a two-part question: Part B asks students to give 

evidence or explain their thinking for their answer to Part A. 
Match table grid Student matches statements to different categories presented in a 

table grid. 
Multiselect Student selects more than one correct answer from a set of possible 

answers. 
Short constructed 
response 

Student gives a brief explanation in their own words to demonstrate 
their understanding of reading content OR demonstrates proficiency 
in writing by constructing a sentence that corrects a revising or 
editing error. 

Extended constructed 
response 

Student writes an in-depth response explaining, analyzing, and 
evaluating information provided in a reading selection. 
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Teacher interviews, classroom observations, and student surveys were completed within 

10-days of summer school instruction. Teacher participants were provided with a copy of both 

pre- and post- interview transcripts via school email and asked to member check for accuracy. 

Minor grammatical errors were noted (incorrect period placement, sentence structure) from the 

NVivo Transcription services, but not one of the participants shared any issues or concerns with 

their interview transcript, participant ideas, nor observations, which were available for review 

upon request at any time and discussed during debriefing sessions. Research data and findings 

were gathered from teachers and students enrolled in a summer school STAAR English remedial 

course. While the results of this research will serve as groundwork for how teachers can 

approach instruction in the coming semester, I also believe that the overall summer school 

experience served a starting point to initiate conversations that focus on the classroom climate, 

use of praise and rewards to support student motivation, and future professional development for 

ELAR teachers. 

Summary of Chapter 4 

High school student motivation in the STAAR English remedial classroom is low, one 

known reason being that students who have received a STAAR performance label of Did Not 

Meet Grade Level are repeatedly enrolled in STAAR remedial courses to receive additional 

support and tutoring (Texas Education Agency, 2021). Remedial classes and services are 

intended to improve learning and academic achievement. During summer school, teachers 

modeled aloud test-taking strategies and completed STAAR passages and questions along with 

the students to develop student self-efficacy, supporting the student’s, “own ability to learn and 

carry out a given task” (Supervía & Robres, 2021, p.2). Teachers asked questions during 

modeled instruction to check for understanding, to ensure students were following along, and to 
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guide students to an answer, which I observed students engaged and correctly responding to the 

teacher. When students did not respond to the teacher, guiding questions were used to support 

students through the thinking process and the correct answer. Through modeled instruction, 

following along, and use of questioning, students were supported in the learning process in hopes 

of becoming confident in their ability to work through a problem independently and successfully. 

Furthermore, teachers used immediate grading, feedback and discussion (or review of the 

content) to make students aware of their progress, and also used verbal praise and rewards to 

acknowledge student learning growth or achievement.  

Ultimately, teachers supported a classroom environment where learning and success were 

sought after, attainable, acknowledged, evident, and commended (McCabe, 2006; Ortlieb & 

Schatz, 2020), supporting student self-efficacy and developing motivation. The way students 

defined motivation using specific external and internal motivating factors – someone, something 

that, feeling, and personality trait – puts into perspective how the teacher plays a major role in 

developing student self-efficacy based on the instructional strategies, lessons, and behaviors that 

are implemented in the classroom. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Summary of Findings from Chapter 4 

The goal of this research was to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors that 

teachers implemented to support motivation in the high school STAAR English classroom. The 

teacher, as someone, and the classroom climate, as something that, played a key role to support 

students’ motivation. Specific behaviors that related to the teacher’s attitude, instruction, and 

classroom management were noted by students as something that supported motivation and 

learning, all which establish the classroom climate that a teacher creates. Additionally, students 

provided specific examples of behaviors that did and did not support motivation, ultimately 

illustrating that when positive teaching and learning experiences between teachers and students 

were present in the classroom, teachers were supporting student self-efficacy and promoting a 

positive, “perception of [students] own ability to learn and carry out a given task” (Supervía & 

Robres, 2021, p.2). 

Discussion of Results in Relation to the Literature 

Data from teacher interviews, student surveys, and classroom observations connected to 

the literature’s classroom climate and use of explicit instruction. As students followed along, the 

teacher modeled aloud test-taking skills and strategies, using annotations and color-coding 

methods to illustrate how to approach STAAR reading passages and questions. Teachers used 

various questioning strategies to assess student understanding, ensure students were following 

along, and guide students through an answer. Additionally, teachers used differentiation and 

adapted, “instruction, materials, content, students’ project, product and assessment to meet the 

learning needs of individual students,” (Onyishi & Sefotho, 2020, p. 137). 
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Creating a Positive Classroom Climate 

The classroom is a place where social, emotional, and academic support should be 

present between the teacher and student so students can develop the motivation to, “work harder 

in the classroom, persevere, accept direction and criticism, cope better with stress and pay 

attention more” (Yunus, Osman, and Ishak, 2011, p. 2638). When students were asked how 

teachers supported motivation, students noted specific behaviors about the teacher that focused 

on the teacher’s attitude, instruction, and classroom management, illustrating the significance of 

creating a positive classroom climate.  

The teacher as someone who influences student motivation can help develop students’ 

goals, beliefs, and experiences, as well as social, emotional, and academic skills (Koca, 2016; 

Öqvist and Malmström, 2016). Only one of the four teacher participants in this study identified 

the importance of the teacher-student relationships as a means to support student motivation, but 

I observed all teacher participants supporting student motivation throughout summer school by 

interacting with the students, as one student noted, “wants to know about us” and using praise 

and rewards to celebrate student success. However, when teachers use praise in the classroom, 

Neef, Kranak, Shapiro, Xu, and Catania (2022) differentiated between general praise typically 

used by teachers such as Awesome, Good Job, and Great Work versus behavior-specific praise 

that can improve, “both academic behavior and student conduct such as disruptions and task 

engagement” (p. 2). General praise was observed most in the classroom, and although students 

noted that motivation was supported when teachers praised their efforts and success, it does not 

support a desired change in behavior. 

Additionally, teachers supported student motivation and learning by providing immediate 

grading and feedback to students and using this data to prepare targeted instruction the following 
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day. The manner in which teachers handled student discipline and distractions in the classroom 

was an approach that needs to be addressed as some teachers handled behaviors in a way that 

students defined as not supportive to their motivation and learning. The aforementioned data 

correlates with recent literature from Burns (2022), who described three features of a teacher–

student relationship: effectiveness of communication, responsiveness to student need 

(behaviorally and academically), and deep knowledge of the classroom environment (p. 72). 

Instructional Strategies for STAAR English Courses 

STAAR remedial courses include students labeled as Did Not Meet Grade Level through 

the STAAR English exam. Discipline issues and distractions are generally high because 

motivation is low, but the teachers modeling testing-skills and strategies along with the students 

played a key role in supporting student motivation in the STAAR English class during summer 

school. Students identified that “doing strategies with the class” and “doing a lot of work 

together” supported learning because students were able to “ask questions” or “ask for help” if a 

particular concept was not understood.  

However, teachers followed a very structured Scope & Sequence lesson plan created by 

district coordinators. This left little to no time for cooperative learning and social-emotional 

learning to occur even though both teachers and students noted that working in groups was one 

way to support student motivation and learning. As I observed teachers implement the Scope & 

Sequence during summer school, students were not given opportunities to engage with their 

peers nor learn from one another. Teachers did not utilize cooperative learning nor social-

emotional learning strategies during summer school, which are generally implemented during the 

school year. Time as a limitation hindered teachers from giving students the space to learn with, 

by, and for each other (Fernandez-Rio, Sanz, Fernandez-Cando, & Santos, 2017; Alcala, Garijo, 
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Perez-Pueyo, Fernandez-Rio, 2019), which may address the social needs of children (Reppy & 

Larwin, 2020). The think-aloud was not observed in the classroom as a means for teachers to 

verbally illustrate their thinking and approach to reading strategies. 

Discussion of Personal Lessons Learned 

A number of lessons were learned throughout the process of preparing for, conducting, 

and analyzing research data. First, the research process was an enjoyable experience as I was 

able to view and approach the classroom from a different lens. After fourteen years of teaching 

and being at the center of the classroom, I took a step back, listened and observed my fellow 

colleagues in action, some that I worked closely with while others I had just met through my 

research. I observed teachers preparing their lessons while following the district’s Scope & 

Sequence and provide instruction each in very different ways. I listened to teachers discuss their 

experiences with one another of what did and did not work while planning for the next 

instructional day in hopes of being more successful. Through each of these moments, I also 

reflected on my own instructional approaches and behaviors in the classroom and realized that 

teachers are hardworking individuals who are key to creating positive learning environments and 

experiences that support student motivation. 

I also recognized the imminent challenges ELAR teachers and students face as all 

students will be complete the STAAR exam 100% online and become more rigorous beginning 

in Spring 2023. According to TEA (2022): 

House Bill 3906 established a “multiple choice cap,” meaning that no more than 75% of 

points on a STAAR test can be based on multiple choice questions. Texas educators 

help[ed] design new question types that reflect classroom test questions and allow 

students more ways to show their understanding (para. 1). 
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The redesign of the STAAR exam for English 1 and English 2 could include seven new question 

types that will ask students to demonstrate their understanding or explain their thinking through 

writing. I foresee this being a growing problem for high school students who have struggled with 

revising, editing, reading, and writing skills in the past and have been labeled as Did Not Meet 

Grade Level through the STAAR English exams. High school students enrolled in a STAAR 

English class have not demonstrated proficiency in reading and writing, so as they have moved 

up in grade level, their attitudes and motivation towards reading and writing have decreased 

(Süğümlü, Mutlu, & Çinpolat, 2019; Varuzza, Sinatra, Eschenauer, & Blake, 2014). While I 

hope the ELAR classroom does not further decline in motivation, undoubtedly, English 

Language Arts and Reading (ELAR) is already a challenging content area, and for students who 

have not yet demonstrated proficiency in reading and writing, the redesign of the STAAR test 

will continue to decrease student motivation in high school ELAR classrooms. 

This school year, I accepted a promotion in my school as the Testing Coordinator for the 

9th grade campus. My responsibilities will focus on state testing and academics. I will be working 

alongside district leaders, my school administrators, and teachers to develop and implement 

various action plans to increase student participation and achievement. Through this research, I 

realized that administrators and coordinators need to be more involved with teachers and 

students in the classroom, so I am excited to take this step. When I engaged in conversations 

with teachers, conducted classroom observations, and gathered insight from students, all of this 

information was valuable data that initiated conversations about the classroom, instruction, and 

learning. The short timeframe, however, did not allow for much change to the curriculum. I 

recently reviewed various action plans from the district’s Curriculum & Instruction department, 

and three new initiatives have been implemented to increase student learning: (1) bi-weekly 
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Checkpoints created by district instructional coordinators, (2) district PLC meetings with 

instructional coordinators to discuss Checkpoint data every 3-weeks, and (3) after-school 

tutorials that target student performance based on Checkpoint and STAAR data. I am curious to 

see how this data-driven approach will impact student motivation and learning, and I look 

forward to assessing the STAAR results in December. 

Implications for Practice 

Connections to the Context 

STAAR scores were released in August 2022 and I was completely taken aback when I 

saw summer school’s numbers. For English 1, 22 of the 67 students who tested met grade level 

standards, but for English 2, only 1 of the 77 students who tested met grade level. If teachers 

were modeling test-taking skills and strategies daily, using questioning, annotations and color-

coding methods, how is it that students were unable to meet grade level standards? During the 

post-interview, Teacher D noted: 

“Yeah [the students] are good with guided practices. That's why it's so annoying because 

when you’re doing the lesson with them it’s like okay you guys you got it, now do it on 

your own and then they bomb it and you feel like a failure. I feel like they just don't have 

the patience to do the work, you know, like on their own.”  

Because students felt supported in their motivation and learning when teachers modeled 

instruction or “[did] strategies with the class”, I propose that STAAR English teachers receive a 

professional development to learn about and implement the think-aloud during classroom 

instruction. I recommend that this professional development carry into bi-weekly PLC meetings 

to give time for mentoring, observation, and discussion over the semester to provide support to 
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teachers and to ensure the think-aloud is being implemented appropriately in the classroom (See 

ROS Artifact). 

The think-aloud is an instructional strategy in which the teacher regularly stops within a 

text to verbally illustrate their thinking and reading strategies, scaffolding, modeling, and 

supporting students to build new knowledge and language as well as engage, process, and 

understand a text in similar cognitive processes to the teacher (Ness & Kenny, 2016). At the 

same time, students are practicing the use of specific reading strategies alongside the teacher, 

becoming, “more aware of how to use [these] modeled strategies” (Wang, 2016, p. 1807) and 

eventually developing efficiency, automation, and independence (Jackson, 2016; Ness & Kenny, 

2016; Wang, 2016). The think-aloud would benefit STAAR English classes because students 

recognized that following along with the teacher and “doing strategies with the class” supported 

their motivation and learning, and while the think-aloud is very similar to explicit instruction, 

Ness (2018) described think-alouds as: 

• transparent efforts to show the deliberate reading actions by the teacher,  

• where the teacher talks through the thought processes [employed] while reading, 

• quick explanations of what is going through the mind of the proficient reader (p. 8). 

Ness’s (2018) think-aloud follows a “What the Text Says” and “What I Think” (p. 6) model to 

illustrate reading skills and strategies used to approach and comprehend a reading text. When 

practiced over time along with the students, the thinking processes and approaches of the teacher 

become a learned behavior for the student. 

Connections to the Field of Study 

When teachers were asked to identify strategies that they implemented to support 

motivation in the high school STAAR English classroom, they did not consider instructional 
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strategies as a means to support student motivation or develop self-efficacy. Essentially, teachers 

recognized the use of praise, rewards, and online learning games. Teacher B shared the following 

in regards to online learning games, “I would like to be able to grow to keep [students] engaged 

and motivated constantly. I know sometimes that could be a hard thing to do and that's why I did 

come up with this system to try to gamify the classroom. I want to continue on that and by pure 

luck, there was a GT training on “Gamifying the Classroom” so I watched that [video] and added 

a few other things that I wanted to try to employ.” Using games as a break from the daily 

SIRIUS Zingers book and STAAR practices was implemented by all teachers as a means to re-

energize, engage, and motivate students. 

Teacher A was the only teacher who noted the importance of the teacher-student 

relationship, sharing the following during her post-interview: 

“You know what? I think that kind of went off my mind because you forget how 

important it is to build those student-teacher relationships, to strengthen those 

relationships because it does play an important factor in the classroom. If the students 

trust you, they are going to be more motivated and they're going to do the work for you 

versus not having those relationships with them.” 

The teacher-student relationship is important to shape a positive classroom climate and support 

student motivation. The way that teachers, “interact with students, the strategies they use to 

address low motivation, their use of classroom assessments, and the strength and type of 

relationships they foster with students” (Usher, 2012, p.5) can help create a positive classroom 

atmosphere and develop students’ social, emotional, and academic skills (Koca, 2016; Öqvist 

and Malmström, 2016). So when students described behaviors from teachers that do and do not 

support motivation, teachers who were described as motivating, helpful, sociable, having a good 
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attitude and good energy can support students to, “work harder in the classroom, persevere, 

accept direction and criticism, cope better with stress and pay attention more to the teachers” 

(Yunus, Osman, and Ishak, 2011, p. 2638). 

Lessons Learned 

The new school year has just started, and teachers in Border City have already dedicated 

countless days and hours to plan and prepare for the upcoming school year and STAAR exam. A 

new Scope & Sequence was designed for the upcoming school year by our newest instructional 

coordinators along with a cadre of teachers. With new students, rigorous academic standards, and 

rising accountability measures, district checkpoints and after-school tutorials are scheduled to 

begin by the fourth week of school with district PLC meetings beginning soon after. Data from 

district and state standardized tests will be used by instructional coordinators to address 

curriculum and instruction in ways to increase learning and academic achievement even though 

motivation continues to decline in the classroom. 

State assessments are not going anywhere. As I previously discussed, testing standards 

are becoming more rigorous, and school districts are striving to earn a distinguished A 

accountability rating from TEA. As a result, district assessments are becoming more common in 

the curriculum. The pressures to improve reading and writing skills in order to meet state testing 

accountability measures have impacted teaching and learning experiences, as well as decreased 

student motivation. The focus on increasing learning and academic achievement in the 

curriculum needs to shift to instruction. Teachers need to be provided with frequent and effective 

professional development and support systems that will improve teaching because today’s 

students need instruction that will develop their self-efficacy and support motivation. Praise and 

rewards will only go so far as to support student motivation after students recurrently see that the 
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strategies they are doing alongside their teacher are not producing successfully learning 

outcomes. 

During my last year working for Premier ISD, when I became the ELAR Master Teacher 

for English 2, I stated earlier that I worked alongside my colleagues to create lessons that would 

help our students meet state academic standards. That school year, TEA data revealed a 

remarkable increase in test scores from our English 2 department. We had increased by 8% 

compared to the prior year, and we were the only school in our district to demonstrate such 

growth. Reflecting on what made this possible, I realized that at the beginning of that school 

year, we had requested a professional development on how to support our students on the 

STAAR exam. As teachers, we wanted to know how to teach reading test-taking skills and 

strategies to our students to improve their learning. We attended a 2-day training with D.M.R. 

Educational Consulting, and during that training, teachers engaged in lessons that focused on 

STAAR formatted passages and questions, as well as test-item activities that centered on the four 

levels of Norman Webb’s Depth of Knowledge framework (See Table 15). 

Table 15 
Norman Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (Herman & Linn, 2014). 
 
Level Description Examples 
Level 1 Basic knowledge and rote learning Reading comprehension questions 
Level 2 Cognitive processing Finding the main idea of a story 
Level 3 Research, synthesize, reason with 

evidence 
Using text evidence to support a response 

Level 4 Extended planning, research, and 
problem solving 

Synthesize and present information from 
multiple perspectives 

 
Not knowing then what I know now, DMR used think-aloud instruction to model the thinking 

process through a reading selection and its test questions while we followed along. After the 

training, we brought back DMR’s work and modified it to address the high school TEKS. During 

our department meetings, we prepared DMR lessons and also provided mentoring and support to 
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one another in regards to instruction. We started classroom instruction at Level 1, using 8th grade 

STAAR reading passages, to ensure students had a foundational understanding of a story, and 

gradually moved our students into Level 2 and Level 3, introducing English 1 and English 2 

STAAR reading passages as we saw success. Through each level, teachers were working 

alongside their students and modeling their thinking process aloud. Using Webb’s Depth of 

Knowledge and the think-aloud, we were developing self-efficacy and supporting motivation 

because students were learning how to approach a reading text and how to think through a 

question. Teachers were building up students’ knowledge as we moved from one level to the 

next, and thus many of our STAAR English students were finally successful on the English 2 

exam. 

The build-up of reading knowledge and skills is necessary for high school students in 

order for learning to take place and motivation to be supported. Especially for our students who 

have failed the STAAR English exam multiple times, instruction should begin from Level 1 and 

gradually increase as teachers model aloud and use annotations to illustrate the thinking process 

to a reading text and questions. This type of support, where the teacher is working alongside the 

student, “doing strategies” with the class, is the type of support students have identified as 

something that supports their motivation and learning in the classroom. 

Recommendations 

This study took place during 10-days of summer school, and a detailed Scope & 

Sequence was implemented during instruction that focused on STAAR formatted lessons in 

revising, editing, reading, and writing. Teachers used the SIRIUS Zingers workbook to explicitly 

model aloud test-taking skills and strategies. Annotations and color-coding methods were used to 

differentiate instruction, and various questioning techniques were used to ensure students were 
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following along. During classroom observations, students were generally engaged with the 

teacher, practicing test-taking skills and strategies in their workbooks. Nevertheless, summer 

school STAAR data revealed a very low success rate amongst all students who tested. 

English 1 students (incoming Sophomores) appeared more engaged and motivated 

compared to English 2 students (incoming Juniors), so extending the time frame of instruction 

may hinder motivation and impact student engagement and learning. I recommend that the 10-

days of instruction be maintained and structured so STAAR English teachers provide targeted 

instruction based on each student’s Spring testing data. If summer school instruction is going to 

continue utilizing a STAAR Academies approach that focuses on practicing and developing test-

taking skills and strategies then small-group, targeted instruction during 10-days should be 

adequate time for teachers to prepare students for the STAAR exam. Additionally, the explicit 

instructional strategies that students identified and teachers implemented during summer school 

to support learning and motivation should also be implemented during and throughout the 

regular school semester as a means to support students’ self-efficacy, motivation, and learning. 

When students were following along with their teacher, copying test-taking skills and strategies, 

students were supported in the learning process and practicing a skill or strategy that they had not 

yet grasped. 

I do not recommend grouping students by classes based on testing data. In one of my 

earlier English 1 observations, I noted a student telling another student, “Dude, how are you 

smarter than me? You have two summer school classes and I only have one.” Students are very 

observant and once students acknowledge how classes are grouped, motivation will likely 

decline more. I do recommend identifying student’s areas of weakness in order to provide 

instruction and support that can help improve their learning and academic outcomes. A “STAAR 
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English Student Profile” has been provided for teachers to consider using in the classroom to 

identify and address student needs (See ROS Artifact). I, along with colleagues, typically used 

student profile documents during the regular school semester to have one-on-one conversations 

with students and create action plans specific for their learning needs. It helped students in 

STAAR English classes recognize the skills they needed to focus and improve on. 

December 2022 will be the last time students take the current STAAR exam before the 

redesigned format is introduced. During this semester at the 9th grade campus, I would like to 

introduce high school ELAR teachers to think-aloud instruction and provide a professional 

development on the think-aloud, along with mentoring and observation opportunities throughout 

the semester to support instruction and learning. A think-aloud resource I would like to introduce 

and model for teachers are the PIRATES STAAR Reading Strategies and PIXIES STAAR Reading 

Question Strategies that I created during my last year at Premier ISD and implemented in 

STAAR English classes. 

I created these two STAAR reading strategies using test-taking strategies and steps that 

DMR modeled for teachers during our training. In my last year at Premier ISD, PIRATES and 

PIXIES were modeled for English 2 teachers and encouraged to be practiced in STAAR English 

classrooms. I do not have enough research to support whether PIRATES and PIXIES improved 

our STAAR scores, but that school year, our English 2 department demonstrated an 8% growth 

in the district. PIRATES and PIXIES supports explicit modeling instruction, think-aloud 

instruction, and student metacognitive thinking, “the knowledge of and monitoring of one’s 

thinking and learning processes” (Iwai, 2016, p. 110) because it serves as a roadmap that guides 

students to bring their thinking to paper. When students use PIRATES and PIXIES, they are 

asked to annotate their thoughts using pen and paper, which could help the teacher identify a 
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student’s thought-process and address areas in need of support. 

 PIRATES and PIXIES can also improve reading comprehension, reading proficiency, 

reading strategy use, vocabulary, and academic achievement (Iwai, 2016). As the think-aloud is 

implemented in STAAR English classrooms, this research should be considered over the course 

of a full semester or school year, and presented to all high school students enrolled in the 

STAAR English classes. The data that students provided during summer school was plenty, but 

with only 10-instructional days, many students likely needed more time and support to practice 

and understand the content. 

Closing Thoughts 

The implementation of standardized testing has driven school leaders and teachers across 

the nation to explore innovative means that will improve teaching, increase learning, and raise 

academic achievement in order to meet rising accountability measures in education. The 

emphasis to meet state and federal accountability measures in education through the use of high-

stakes testing, however, has impacted curriculum and instruction and also sparked a rift between 

students and their motivation to learn. “Tests and testing have undermined [student] motivation, 

interest, and enjoyment in learning” (Nichols & Brewington, 2020, p. 6), and today, students 

have become less motivated to learn as a result of the pressures and consequences that come with 

high-stakes tests (Amrein & Berliner, 2003). 

The goal of this research was to identify key instructional strategies and behaviors that 

teachers implemented in the high school STAAR English classroom to support student 

motivation and learning. The teacher, as someone, and the classroom climate, as something that, 

played a key role to support students’ motivation. Students revealed specific actions from their 

teachers that developed their self-efficacy. Actions focused on the teacher’s attitude, instruction, 
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and classroom management, which ultimately creates the classroom climate, something that 

supports student motivation. Teachers are working hard to support students by finding ways to 

support and increase their motivation. Teachers spoke about the use of rewards and praise, 

projects and online learning games, as well as group work or team work, not recognizing the 

significance of modeled instruction, as well as immediate grading, feedback and discussion 

specific to the content and learning. 

It is so important to work alongside students enrolled in a STAAR English remedial 

class, providing guided instruction and modeling specific reading strategies step-by-step, 

gradually releasing students towards independent thinking and application after observing 

successful practice of particular reading skills. Students labeled as Did Not Meet Grade Level on 

the STAAR EOC English exam, who continue to be enrolled in STAAR English remedial 

courses, have gone through so much in the classroom and faced many challenges with 

curriculum and assessments. Understandably, motivation is very low by the time students reach 

high school. While teachers shared that the use of praise and rewards were used to support 

student motivation, I would like to shift this frame of thinking. There are other ways students can 

be supported in the classroom, and as they clearly noted, working alongside the teacher, “doing 

strategies” and “doing a lot of work together”, is something that students identified to support 

their motivational needs. By use of the explicit instruction and the think-aloud, student self-

efficacy can be developed which will increase motivation and improve learning in the high 

school STAAR English remedial class. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Teacher Consent to Participate in Research Study 
 

This research is being conducted by Mrs. Cassandra Rios Bailey, doctoral candidate for Texas A&M 
University. You have been selected to participate in this research study because you are a teacher for 
a STAAR End-of-Course English class. 
 
Key Information: 
 

• The purpose of this research study is to identify key instructional strategies used in high 
school STAAR English classrooms that support student motivation and learning. 
 

• This study will take place during summer school, within 10 instructional days. 
 

• All names will be protected and remain confidential throughout the research. 
 

• Interview and survey responses will be completed by participants to identify common 
characteristics, behaviors, and instructional strategies that have been expressed by both 
teachers and students. 
 

• Observations will be conducted by the researcher to observe common characteristics, 
behaviors, and instructional strategies used in the classroom. 
 

• Student data will not be analyzed until after summer school concludes. The research will not 
impact student performance in class. 

 
Description of the Study Procedures: 
 

• Teachers, if you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to participate in two face-to-face 
interviews before summer school begins and after summer school concludes. The interview is 
expected to take 15-30 minutes and will be recorded on a recording device. Observations will 
be conducted daily in your classroom. Your name will be protected and remain confidential 
throughout the research. 

 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the research study, please contact the researcher of 
this study, Cassandra Rios Bailey, at cassandrarios22@tamu.edu. You may also contact faculty 
advisors, Dr. Sharon Matthews, sharon.matthews@tamu.edu or Dr. Radhika Viruru, 
viruru@tamu.edu . 
 
Your signature below indicates that you have decided to participate in this research study. You have 
read and understood the information provided above. Thank you for your time and cooperation in my 
study. 
 
Participant Name (Print): _______________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Signature: _______________________________ 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Parent/Student Consent to Participate in Research Study 
 

This research is being conducted by Mrs. Cassandra Rios Bailey, doctoral candidate for Texas A&M 
University. You have been selected to participate in this research study because you are a student in a 
STAAR End-of-Course English class. 
 
Key Information: 
 

• The purpose of this research study is to identify key instructional strategies used in high 
school STAAR English classrooms that support student motivation and learning. 
 

• This study will take place during summer school, within 10 instructional days. 
 

• All names will be protected and remain confidential throughout the research. 
 

• Survey responses will be completed by participants to identify common characteristics, 
behaviors, and instructional strategies. 
 

• Observations will be conducted by the researcher to observe common characteristics, 
behaviors, and instructional strategies used in the classroom. 
 

• Student data will not be analyzed until after summer school concludes. The research will not 
impact student performance in class. 

 
Description of the Study Procedures: 
 

• Students, if you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete an online 
survey on the first and last day of summer school. The survey is expected to take 30-45 
minutes. Your name will be protected and remain confidential throughout the research. 
 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the research study, please contact the researcher of 
this study, Cassandra Rios Bailey, at cassandrarios22@tamu.edu. You may also contact faculty 
advisors, Dr. Sharon Matthews, sharon.matthews@tamu.edu or Dr. Radhika Viruru, 
viruru@tamu.edu . 
 
Your signature below indicates that you have decided to participate in this research study. You have 
read and understood the information provided above. Thank you for your time and cooperation in my 
study. 
 
Student school email: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Participant Name (Print): _______________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Signature: ___________________________ Parent Signature: ___________________________ 
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APPENDIX D 

ROS Motivational Strategies Observation Sheet 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Teacher Pre-Interview Questions [Face-to-Face] 
 

Date of interview:       Interviewee/Pseudonym:  
 
Start time of interview:      End time of interview: 
 
1. Tell me about yourself. How long have you been teaching? What subject area do you generally 

teach and what are teaching this summer? How many years have you taught summer school? 
Why are you teaching summer school? 
 

2. Describe motivation in today’s classroom. 
 

3. How do you ensure student motivational needs are met in your classroom? What challenges do 
you face in this process? 
 

4. What behaviors and characteristics do you recognize when a student is motivated to learn in your 
classroom? How do you support students who are motivated? How do you know whether these 
behaviors or approaches are helpful? 
 

5. What behaviors and characteristics do you recognize when a student is NOT motivated to learn in 
your classroom? How do you support students who are not motivated? How do you know 
whether these behaviors or approaches are helpful? 
 

6. How do STAAR English classes prepare students for the STAAR exam? 
 

7. What aspects of the STAAR English class are motivating and not motivating for students? 
 

8. How do you build motivation in your STAAR English classes? What behaviors do you recognize 
in yourself that have supported or increased student motivation? 
 

9. What instructional strategies or approaches, lessons or activities do you implement in your 
STAAR English classroom that you notice to support student motivation? How do you know 
whether these are helpful or not? 
 

10. What are your experiences in teaching a STAAR English class? 
 

11. What can you identify as motivating and NOT motivating in teaching a STAAR English class?  
 

12. What direction do you foresee STAAR English remedial classes going as the STAAR exam 
becomes more rigorous? How can STAAR English classes support student motivation and 
learning? What works? What does not work? 
 

13. How would you like to grow in motivating your students? 
 

14. Is there anything else you would like to share?  
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APPENDIX F 
 

Student Pre-Survey Questions [Google Form - Online] 
 

Section 1: Motivation & Learning 
 

1. What does motivation mean to you? 
 

2. When you are motivated, you are ready to learn, engage in activities, and complete tasks 
for which one of the following reasons: 

a. enjoyment 
b. the learning and preparation it allows 
c. a feeling of accomplishment 
d. to gain rewards, praise, or acceptance from others 
e. to avoid consequences (punishment, failure, etc.) 
 

3. What are some things that motivate you in the classroom? Please share at least 3 
examples. 
 

4. What are some things that do NOT motivate you in the classroom? Please share at least 3 
examples. 
 

5. Use Google to search for an image of a quote that you say to yourself when you need 
motivation. 
 

6. When you are not motivated to learn, something you want your teacher to know is... 
 

Section 2: My STAAR English Class 
 

1. What does it mean for you to be enrolled in a STAAR English class? 
 

2. Do you feel your STAAR English classes better prepare you for the STAAR exam? 
Explain your response. 

 
Section 3: Complete the following sentences. 
 

1. When you are motivated and ready to learn, 3 behaviors your teacher will notice are... 
 

2. Use Google to search for a meme or gif that best shows how you feel or how you look 
when you are motivated and ready to learn 
 

3. 3 things your teacher does in the classroom to support your motivation and learning are... 
 

4. Using your previous response, do these things help you learn in the classroom? 
 

5. Using your previous response, describe how these things help you learn in the classroom. 
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Section 4: How You Learn Best 
 

1. I learn best when I work: 
a. following along with my teacher 
b. alongside my teacher 
c. independently 
d. with a partner 
e. in a small group 
 

2. I learn best like the picture above because... 
 

3. Reflect on the activities and assignments you have completed. 3 of your favorite lessons 
were… 
 

4. Using your previous response, how did these lessons support your learning in the 
classroom? 
 

Section 5: Social Emotional Learning 
 

1. What does social and emotional learning mean for you? Google images of social 
emotional learning. Upload an image that best shows your understanding of what social 
emotional learning means. 
 

2. 3 ways your teacher supports your social emotional learning needs are… 
 

3. When your social emotional needs are met, you feel ______ to learn. 
 

Section 6: Many Thanks! 
 

Thank you for your time and responses! 
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APPENDIX G 
 

Student Post-Survey Questions [Google Form - Online] 
 

Section 1: Motivation & Learning 
 

1. Reflect on the activities and assignments you completed this summer in your STAAR 
English class. Please share 3 of your favorite lessons that supported your learning. 
 

2. What were some things that your teacher did this summer to support your motivation and 
learning in the STAAR English class? Please share at least 3 examples. 
 

3. What were some things that your teacher did this summer that did NOT support your 
motivation and learning in the STAAR English class? Please share at least 3 examples. 
 

4. This summer, I learned best when I: 
a. following along with my teacher 
b. alongside my teacher 
c. independently 
d. with a partner 
e. in a small group 
f. hands-on (paper, pencil, color…) 

 
5. Do you feel your STAAR English teacher supported your social emotional learning needs 

this summer? Explain your response. 
 

6. Do you feel your STAAR English summer class prepared you and/or motivated you for 
the STAAR exam? Explain your response. 
 

Section 2: Many Thanks! 
 

Thank you so much for your time and responses! I truly appreciate your cooperation, 
experiences, and reflections you shared with me. Good luck on your STAAR exam this 
summer! -Gig 'em & God Bless 
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APPENDIX H 
 

Teacher Post-Interview Questions [Face-to-Face] 
 

Date of interview:       Location of interview:  
 
Start time of interview:     End time of interview: 
 
Interviewee/Pseudonym:  
 
1. Describe student motivation during this year’s summer school semester. 

 
2. How did you, as a STAAR English teacher, prepare students for the STAAR exam? 

 
3. After your pre-interview about motivation, did the idea of supporting student motivational 

needs become a focus in your classroom? If yes, how so? If no, why not? 
 

4. How did you ensure student motivational needs were met in your classroom? What 
challenges did you face in this process? 
 

5. What behaviors and characteristics did you recognize when a student was motivated to learn 
in your classroom? How did you support students who were motivated? How did you know 
whether these behaviors or approaches were helpful? 
 

6. What behaviors and characteristics do you recognize when a student was NOT motivated to 
learn in your classroom? How did you support students who were not motivated? How did 
you know whether these behaviors or approaches were helpful? 
 

7. How did you build motivation in your STAAR English classes? What behaviors do you 
recognize in yourself that supported or increased student motivation? 
 

8. What instructional strategies or approaches, lessons or activities did you use in your STAAR 
English classroom that you noticed to support student motivation? How do you know 
whether these are helpful or not? 
 

9. What were your experiences in teaching a STAAR English class this summer school 
semester? 
 

10. What direction do you foresee STAAR English remedial classes going as the STAAR exam 
becomes more rigorous? How can STAAR English classes support student motivation and 
learning? What works? What does not work? 
 

11. How would you like to grow in motivating your students? 
 

12. Is there anything else you would like to share? 
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APPENDIX I 
 

ROS Artifact 
 

Professional Development 
 

Using Explicit Instruction (Gradual Release of Responsibility model) and Think-Aloud 
Instruction to support Student Motivation in a high school STAAR English class 

 
 

1. Discuss STAAR scores and results 
 
2. Karin K. Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix (Reading CRM) 
 
3. Proposal: Molly Ness “Think Aloud” 

 
a. Reading Comprehension Strategies Commonly Applied During Think-Alouds 
b. Think-Aloud Three-Step Process 
c. Think-Aloud Blank Chart 
 

4. Looking into the Data & Applying the “Think Aloud” from Molly Ness 
 

a. STAAR EOC English Student Profile 
b. Explicit Instruction & Think-aloud instruction 

i. Reading Strategy (PIRATES & PIXIES) – supports metacognitive thinking 
ii. Introduce and Model using SIRIUS Zingers 

 
5. Follow-up 

 
a. Observations 
b. Coaching/Mentoring 
c. Checkpoints, Data Review, and Discussion 
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Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix (Reading CRM) 
From Karin K. Hess 

 

 
 

Reprinted from Hess, K. K. (2017). A local assessment toolkit to promote deeper learning: 
Transforming research into practice. Corwin. Retreived from 
https://resources.corwin.com/HessToolkit   
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Reading Comprehension Strategies Commonly Applied During Think-Alouds 
From Molly Ness & MaryBeth Kenny (p. 455) 

 

 
 

Reprinted from Ness, M. & Kenny, M. (2016). Improving the quality of think-alouds. The 
Reading Teacher, 69(4), 453-460.  
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Think-Aloud Three-Step Process 
From Molly Ness & MaryBeth Kenny (p. 459) 

 

 
 

Reprinted from Ness, M. & Kenny, M. (2016). Improving the quality of think-alouds. The 
Reading Teacher, 69(4), 453-460.  
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Think-Aloud Blank Chart 
From Molly Ness & MaryBeth Kenny (p. 457) 

 

 
 

Reprinted from Ness, M. & Kenny, M. (2016). Improving the quality of think-alouds. The 
Reading Teacher, 69(4), 453-460.  
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STAAR EOC English Student Profile 
 

Student Name 
 

ID Number  Grade 

 
English I  ¨  Passed English I   ¨  Did Not Pass English I 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Scale 
Score Paired 

Quest ions 
Literary 

Text  
Informational 

Text  
Expository 

Composition Revise Edit 

____/8 ____/13 ____/13 ____/16 ____/9 ____/9 ____/39 

*52 multiple choice + 16 point  essay = 68 total  points = 39 points needed to pass*  

 
English II ¨  Passed English I   ¨  Did Not Pass English II 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Scale 
Score Paired 

Quest ions 
Literary 

Text  
Informational 

Text  
Persuasive 

Composition Revise Edit 

____/8 ____/13 ____/13 ____/16 ____/9 ____/9 ____/42 

*52 multiple choice + 16 point  essay = 68 total  points = 42 points needed to pass*    
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PIRATES 
STAAR Reading Strategies 

 
Preview the selection.  

Look at the title and its meaning, text features,  and genre.  
 

Interpret the selection questions before  you read. 
To set a purpose and targeted focus on specific reading skills.  
 

Read the selection.  
Pause to comprehend and analyze the text.  Stop at the end of each paragraph 
to identify the text’s organizational structure.  
 

 
 
Annotate.  

Underline,  circle ,  highlight,  box ,  or use other symbols as you are reading. 
 

Translate.  
Define unknown/unfamiliar words and figurative language.  
 

Evaluate the Author’s Purpose.  
• Fiction: lesson learned, universal message, moral,  theme 

What did you learn from the character or situation? 
 

• Non-Fiction: main topic: persuade, argue, inform, or explain.  
**Find the thesis or position statement in the introduction and 
conclusion.** 
The author’s purpose for writing this selection is to_____ about _____.  
 

Summarize the select ion.  
• Fiction: Beginning. Middle.  End. 

 

• Informational: Main Topic.  Supporting Idea #1. Supporting Idea #2… 
 

• Persuasive: Position.  Reasons… Evidence and Support.  Counter-
Argument; examples of Ethos,  Logos,  Pathos.   
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PIXIES 
STAAR Reading Question Strategies 

 
Pick 2-3 key words or phrases in the question and circle them.  

Focus on the BIG IDEA (characters,  action verb, literary elements).  
 
Identify the 2-3 key words or phrases in each answer choice.  

Focus on the BIG IDEA (characters,  action verb, literary elements).  
 
X-out words or phrases that do not match or connect to the question. 
 
Identify words or phrases that do match or connect to the question. 

These can be explicit  (direct) or implicit  ( synonyms or similar).  
 
Evaluate your final answer choices.  

Which answer choice makes a stronger match or connection to the question?  
Use textual evidence and support.  

 
Select the answer choice that makes the st rongest and BEST match or 
connection to the question. 
 


